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Introduction
The International English Language Testing System (IELTS) is widely recognised as
a reliable means of assessing the language ability of candidates who need to study
or work where English is the language of communication . These Practice Tests are
designed to give futu re IELTS candidates an idea of whether their English is at the
required level.
IELTS is owned by three partners: Cambridge English Language Assessment, part of
the University of Cambridge; the British Council; IDP Education Pty Limited (through its
subsidiary company, IELTS Australia Pty Limited). Further information on IELTS can be
found on the IELTS w ebsite www.ielts.org.

WHAT 15 THE TEST FORMAT?
IELTS consists of four components. All candidates take the same Listening and Speaking
tests. There is a choice of Reading and Writing tests according to whether a candidate is
taking the Academic or General Training module.

Academic
For candidates wishing to study at
undergraduate or postgraduate levels,
and for those seeking professional
registration.

General Training
For candidates wishing to migrate to an
English-speaking country (Australia, Canada ,
New Zealand, UK), and for those wishing to
train or study at below degree level.

The test components are taken in the following order:

Listening

4 sections, 40 items, approximately 30 minutes
Academic Reading
3 sections, 40 items
60 minutes

or

General Training Reading
3 sections, 40 items
60 minutes

Academic Writing
2 tasks
60 minutes

or

General Training Writing
2 tasks
60 minutes

Speaking
11 to 14 minutes
Total Test Time
2 hours 44 minutes
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Introduction

ACADEMIC TEST FORMAT
Listening
This test consists of four sections, each with ten questions. The first two sections are
concerned with social needs. The first section is a conversation between two speakers and
the second section is a monologue. The final two sections are concerned with situations
related to educationa l or training contexts. The third section is a conversation between up to
four people and the fourth section is a monologue.
A variety of question types is used, including: multiple choice, matching, plan/map/
diagram labelling, form completion, note completion , table completion , flow-chart completion ,
summary completion, sentence completion and short-answer questions.
Candidates hear the recording once only and answer the questions as they listen. Ten
minutes are allowed at the end for candidates to transfer their answers to the answer sheet.

Reading
This test consists of three sections with 40 questions. There are three texts, which are
taken from journals, books , magazines and newspapers. The texts are on topics of general
interest. At least one text contains detailed logical argument.
A variety of question types is used, including: multiple choice, identifying information
(True/False/Not Given), identifying the writer's views/claims (Yes/No/Not Given), matching
information, matching headings, matching features, matching sentence endings, sentence
completion , summary completion, note completion, table completion, flow-chart completion,
diagram label completion and short-answer questions.

Writing
This test consists of two tasks. It is suggested that candidates spend about 20 minutes on
Task 1, which requires them to write at least 150 words, and 40 minutes on Task 2, which
requires them to write at least 250 words. Task 2 contributes twice as much as Task 1 to the
Writing score.
Task 1 requires candidates to look at a diagram or some data (in a graph, table or chart)
and to present the information in their own words. They are assessed on their ability to
organise, present and possibly compare data, and are required to describe the stages of a
process, describe an object or event, or explain how someth ing works.
In Task 2, candidates are presented with a point of view, argument or problem . They are
assessed on their abil ity to present a solution to the problem , present and justify an opinion ,
compare and contrast evidence and opinions, and to evaluate and challenge ideas, evidence
or arguments.
Candidates are also assessed on their ability to write in an appropriate style. More
information on assessing the Writing test, including Writing assessment criteria (public
version ), is available on the IELTS website.
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HOW IS IELTS SCORED?
IELTS results are reported on a nine-band scale. In addition to the score for overall language
ability, IELTS provides a score in the form of a profile for each of the four skills (Listening ,
Reading, Writing and Speaking). These scores are also reported on a nine-band scale. All
scores are recorded on the Test Report Form along with details of the candidate's nationality,
first language and date of birth. Each Overall Band Score corresponds to a descriptive
statement which gives a summary of the English language ability of a candidate classified at
that level. The nine bands and their descriptive statements are as follows:

9 Expert User - Has fully operational command of the language: appropriate, accurate and
fluent with complete understanding.
8 Very Good User - Has fully operational command of the language with only occasional
unsystematic inaccuracies and inappropriacies. Misunderstandings may occur in
unfamiliar situations. Handles complex detailed argumentation well.
7 Good User - Has operational command of the language, though with occasional
inaccuracies, inappropriacies and misunderstandings in some situations. Generally
handles complex language well and understands detailed reasoning.
6 Competent User - Has generally effective command of the language despite some
inaccuracies, inappropriacies and misunderstandings. Can use and understand fairly
complex language, particularly in familiar situations.
5 Modest User - Has partial command of the language, coping with overall meaning in
most situations, though is likely to make many mistakes. Should be able to handle basic
communication in own field.

4 Limited User - Basic competence is limited to familiar situations. Has frequent problems
in understanding and expression. Is not able to use complex language.
3 Extremely Limited User - Conveys and understands only general meaning in very
familiar situations. Frequent breakdowns in communication occur.
2 Intermittent User - No real communication is possible except for the most basic
information using isolated words or short formulae in familiar situations and to meet
immediate needs. Has great difficulty understanding spoken and written English.
1 Non User- Essentially has no ability to use the language beyond possibly a few isolated
words.
O Did not attempt the test - No assessable information provided.
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MARKING T HE PRACTICE TESTS
Listening and Reading
The Answer Keys are on pages 118- 125.
Each question in the Listening and Reading tests is worth one mark.

Questions which require letter I Roman numeral answers
For questions where the answers are letters or Roman numerals, you should write only
the number of answers required. For example, if the answer is a single letter or numeral
you should write only one answer. If you have written more letters or numerals than are
required, the answer must be marked wrong.

•

Questions which require answers in the form of words or numbers
Answers may be written in upper or lower case.
Words in brackets are optional - they are correct, but not necessary.
• Alternative answers are separated by a slash (/).
• If you are asked to write an answer using a certain number of words and/or (a)
number(s), you will be penalised if you exceed this. For example, if a question specifies
an answer using NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS and the correct answer is 'black
leather coat', the answer 'coat of black leather' is incorrect
• In questions where you are expected to complete a gap, you should only transfer the
necessary missing word(s) onto the answer sheet For example, to complete 'in the ... ',
where the correct answer is 'morning', the answer 'in the morning' would be incorrect
• All answers require correct spelling (including words in brackets).
• Both US and UK spelling are acceptable and are included in the Answer Key.
All standard alternatives for numbers, dates and currencies are acceptable .
• All standard abbreviations are acceptable.
You will find add1t1onal notes about individual answers in the Answer Key.
•

Writing
The sample answers are on pages 126-135. It is not possible for you to give yourself a mark
for the Writing tasks. We have provided sample answers (written by candidates), showing
their score and the examiner's comments. These sample answers will give you an insight
into what is required for the Writing test.
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HOW SHOULD YOU INTERPRET YOUR SCORES?
At the end of each Listening and Reading Answer Key you will find a chart which will help
you assess whether, on the basis of your Practice Test results, you are ready to take the
IELTS test.
In interpreting you r score, there are a number of points you should bear in mind. Your
performance in the real IELTS test will be reported in two ways: there will be a Band Score
from 1 to 9 for each of the components and an Overall Band Score from 1 to 9, which
is the average of your scores in the four components. However, institutions considering
your application are advised to look at both the Overa ll Band Score and the Bands for
each component in order to determine whether you have the language skills needed for a
particular course of study. For example, if your course involves a lot of reading and writing,
but no lectures, listeni ng skills might be less important and a score of 5 in Listening might be
acceptable if the Overall Band Score was 7. However, for a course which has lots of lectures
and spoken instructions, a score of 5 in Listening might be unacceptable even though the
Overall Band Score was 7.
Once you have marked your tests, you should have some idea of whether your listening
and reading skills are good enough for you to try the IELTS test. If you did well enough in
one component, but not in others, you will have to decide for yourself whether you are ready
to take the test.
The Practice Tests have been checked to ensure that they are of approximately the same
level of difficulty as the real IELTS test. However, we cannot guarantee that your score in the
Practice Tests will be reflected in the real IELTS test. The Practice Tests can only give you
an idea of your possible future performance and it is ultimately up to you to make decisions
based on your score.
Different institutions accept different IELTS scores for different types of courses. We have
based our recommendations on the average scores which the majority of institutions accept.
The institution to which you are applying may, of course, require a higher or lower score than
most other institutions.

Further information
For more information about IELTS or any other Cambridge English Language Assessment
examination , write to·
Cambridge English Language Assessment
1 Hills Road
Cambridge
CB12EU
United Kingdom
https://support.cambndgeenglish.org
http://www.ielts.org
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Test 1
LISTENING

SECTION 1

Questions 1-10

Complete the table below.
Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer.

COOKERY CLASSES
Cookery Class

Focus

how to 1 .......................................
and cook with seasonal
The Food .......t?.t.w:l_!o ..... products

Example

Other Information

.
.

.

small classes
also offers 2 ........... ............. ...............
classes
clients who return get
a3 .. . . .... .... .... ........ discount
,

Bond 's Cookery
School

The

7 ......,.,.,.,.,,,.,.. ,.....................

food that
is 4 .......... ..............................

mainly 8 ...........................................
food

.
.
.

includes recipes to strengthen
your 5 ......... ...............................
they have a
free 6 ..................................... .... every
Thursday
located near
the 9 ................ ........................

Centre

.

a special course in skills with
a 10 ..... ..... .... .... .......... is
sometimes available
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Listening

SECTION 2

Questions 11-20

Questions 11-13
Choose the correct letter, A, B or C.

Traffic Changes in Granford
11

Why are changes needed to traffic systems in Granford?

A
B

C
12

In a survey, local residents particularly complained about
A

B
C
13

The number of traffic accidents has risen.
The amount of traffic on the roads has increased.
The types of vehicles on the roads have changed.

dangerous driving by parents.
pollution from trucks and lorries.
inconvenience from parked cars.

According to the speaker, one problem with the new regulations will be

A
B
C

raising money to pay for them.
finding a way to make people follow them.
getting the support of the police.
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Test 1

Questions 14-20
Label the map below.
Write the correct letter, A-I, next to Questions 14-20.

Proposed traffic changes in Granford

I Bank I

C

I Chemist I
D

ISupermarket I

14

New traffic lights

15

Pedestrian cross ing

16

Parking allowed

17

New 'No Parking' sign

18

New disabled parking spaces

19 Widened paveme nt
20

Lorry loading/unloadin g restrictions
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Listening

SECTION 3

Questions 21-30

':uestions 21-25
Choose the correct letter, A, B or C.

21

Why is Jack interested in investigating seed germination?

A
B
C

22

Jack and Emma agree the main advantage of their present experiment is that it
can be
A

B
C

23

B
C

whether their aim is appropriate
whether anyone else has chosen this topic
whether the assignment contributes to their final grade

They agree that Graves' book on seed germination is disappointing because
A

B
C

25

described very easily.
carried out inside the laboratory.
completed in the time available.

What do they decide to check with their tutor?
A

24

He may do a module on a related topic later on.
He wants to have a career in plant science.
He is thinking of choosing this topic for his dissertation.

it fails to cover recent advances in seed science.
the content is irrelevant for them.
its focus is very theoretical.

What does Jack say about the article on seed germination by Lee Hall?
A

B
C

The diagrams of plant development are useful.
The analysis of seed germination statistics is thorough .
The findings on seed germination after fires are surprising.
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Test1
Questions 26-30
Complete the flow-chart below.
Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter. A-H, next to
Questions 26-30.

A

container

B

soil

C

weight

D

condition

E

height

F

colour

G

types

H

depths

Stages in the experiment
Select seeds of different 26 ..................... and sizes.

Measure and record the 27 ...................... and size of each one.

Decide on the 28 ................... to be used.

+
Use a different 29 ...................... for each seed and label it.

After about 3 weeks, record the plant's 30

Investigate the findings.
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Listening

SECTIO N 4

Questions 31-40

Complete the notes below.
Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer.

Effects of urban environments on animals
Introduction
Recent urban developments represent massive environmental changes . It was
previously thought that only a few animals were suitable for city life, e.g.
the 31 ......................................... - because of its general adaptability

•

the pigeon - because walls of city buildings are similar to 32
In fact, many urban animals are adapting with unusual 33 ......................................... .

Recent research
Emilie Snell-Rood studied small urbanised mammal specimens from museums
in Minnesota
- She found the size of their 34 .......

......... ... had increased.

- She suggests this may be due to the need to locate new sources
and to deal with new dangers.
of 35 ....
•

Catarina Miranda focused on the 36 ........................................... of urban and rural
blackbirds.
- She found urban birds were often braver, but were afraid of situations that
..................... .
were 37

•

Jonathan Atwell studies how animals respond to urban environments.
- He found that some animals respond to 38 ........................................... by producing
lower levels of hormones.
Sarah Partan s team found urban squirrels use their 39 ......................................... to
help them communicate.

Long-term possibilities
Species of animals may develop which are unique to cities. However, some changes
................... .
may not be 40 .... ...
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Test 1

READING
READING PASSAGE 1
You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 1-13, which are based on Reading
Passage 1 below.

Case Study: Tourism New Zealand website
New Zealand is a small country of four million inhabitants, a long-haul flight from all the
major tourist-generating markets of the world. Tourism currently makes up 9% of the
country's gross domestic product, and is the country's largest export sector. Unlike other
export sectors, which make products and then sell them overseas, tourism brings its
customers to New Zealand. The product is the country itself- the people, the places and
the experiences. In 1999, Tourism New Zealand launched a campaign to communicate
a new brand position to the world . The campaign focused on New Zealand's scenic
beauty, exhilarating outdoor activities and authentic Maori culture, and it made New
Zealand one of the strongest national brands in the world .
A key feature of the campaign was the website www.newzealand.com , which provided
potential visitors to New Zealand with a single gateway to everything the destination had
to offer. The heart of the website was a database of tourism services operators, both
those based in New Zealand and those based abroad which offered tourism services to
the country. Any tourism-related business could be listed by filling in a simple form . This
meant that even the smallest bed and breakfast address or specialist activity provider
could gain a web presence with access to an audience of long-haul visitors. In addition,
because participating businesses were able to update the details they gave on a
regular basis, the information provided remained accurate. And to maintain and improve
standards, Tourism New Zealand organised a scheme whereby organisations appearing
on the website underwent an independent evaluation against a set of agreed national
standards of quality. As part of this, the effect of each business on the environment was
considered.
To communicate the New Zealand experience, the site also carried features relating
to famous people and places. One of the most popular was an interview with former
New Zealand All Blacks rugby captain Tana Umaga. Another feature that attracted a
lot of attention was an interactive journey through a number of the locations chosen
for blockbuster films which had made use of New Zealand's stunning scenery as a
backdrop. As the site developed, additional features were added to help independent
travellers devise their own customised itineraries. To make it easier to plan motoring
holidays, the site catalogued the most popular driving routes in the country, highlighting
different routes according to the season and indicating distances and times.
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Reading

_a:er, a Travel Planner feature was added, which allowed visitors to click and 'bookmark'
: aces or attractions they were interested in, and then view the results on a map. The
--avel Planner offered suggested routes and public transport options between the
:,osen locations. There were also links to accommodation in the area. By registering
-..n the website, users could save their Travel Plan and return to it later, or print it out
·:: :ake on the visit. The website also had a 'Your Words' section where anyone could
swomit a blog of their New Zealand travels for possible inclusion on the website.
--e Tourism New Zealand website won two Webby awards for online achievement
:!."'0 nnovation. More importantly perhaps, the growth of tourism to New Zealand was
-oressive. Overall tourism expenditure increased by an average of 6.9% per year
::.::ween 1999 and 2004. From Britain, visits to New Zealand grew at an average annual
--a~e of 13% between 2002 and 2006, compared to a rate of 4% overall for British
. srts abroad.
--e website was set up to allow both individuals and travel organisations to create
~ -eraries and travel packages to suit their own needs and interests. On the website,
. .srtors can search for activities not solely by geographical location, but also by the
::.articular nature of the activity. This is important as research shows that activities are the
sy driver of visitor satisfaction, contributing 74% to visitor satisfaction , while transport
a.,d accommodation account for the remaining 26%. The more activities that visitors
_-dertake, the more satisfied they will be. It has also been found that visitors enjoy
::t.. rural activities most when they are interactive, such as visiting a marae (meeting
;--ound) to learn about traditional Maori life. Many long-haul travellers enjoy such
earning experiences, which provide them with stories to take home to their friends and
'a"111ly. In addition, it appears that visitors to New Zealand don't want to be 'one of the
::mwd' and find activities that involve only a few people more special and meaningful.
• could be argued that New Zealand is not a typical destination . New Zealand is a small
::ountry with a visitor economy composed mainly of small businesses. It is generally
::,e•ceived as a safe English-speaking country with a reliable transport infrastructure.
3ecause of the long-haul flight, most visitors stay for longer (average 20 days) and want
:::; see as much of the country as possible on what is often seen as a once-in-a-lifetime
. srt. However, the underlying lessons apply anywhere - the effectiveness of a strong
:;.-and, a strategy based on unique experiences and a comprehensive and user-friendly
,•,sbsite.
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Test 1

Questions 1-7
Complete the table below.
Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the passage for each answer.
Write your answers in boxes 1-7 on your answer sheet.

Section of website
Database of tourism
services

Special features on
local topics

Comments

.
.
.
.

easy for tourism-related businesses to get on the list
allowed businesses to 1 ..........................................
information regularly
provided a country-wide evaluation of businesses,
including their impact on the 2 ...................... ...................
e.g. an interview with a former sports 3 .......................................... ,
and an interactive tour of various locations used in
4 .... ................... .... ....

Information on driving
routes

.

Travel Plan ner

.

'Your Words

.

varied depending on the 5 .........................................

included a map showing selected places, details of
public transport and local 6 ...........................................
travellers could send a link to their 7 ................................. ........
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Reading

- ..estions 8-13
::-0 the following statements agree with the information given in Reading Passage 1?
~

boxes 8-13 on your answer sheet, write
TRUE
if the statement agrees with the information
FALSE
if the statement contradicts the information
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this

8

The website www.newzealand.com aimed to provide ready-made itineraries and
packages for travel companies and individual tourists.

9

It was found that most visitors started searching on the website by
geographical location.

10

According to research, 26% of visitor satisfaction is related to their accommodation.

11

Visitors to New Zealand like to become involved in the local cultu re.

12

Visitors like staying in small hotels in New Zealand rather than in larger ones.

13

Many visitors feel it is unlikely that they will return to New Zealand after their visit.
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Test 1

READING PASSAGE 2
You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 1~26, which are based on Reading
Passage 2 on pages 21 and 22.
Questions 14-19

Reading Passage 2 has six paragraphs, A-F.
Choose the correct heading for each paragraph from the list of headings below.
Write the correct number, i-viii, in boxes 14-19 on your answer sheet.
List of Headings

The productive outcomes that may result from boredom
ii

What teachers can do to prevent boredom

iii

A new explanation and a new cure for boredom

iv

Problems with a scientific approach to boredom

v

A potential danger arising from boredom

vi

Creating a system of classification for feelings of boredom

vii

Age groups most affected by boredom

vii, Identifying those most affected by boredom

14

Paragraph A

15

Paragraph B

16

Paragraph C

17

Paragraph D

18

Paragraph E

19

Paragraph F
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Reading

Why being bored is stimulating - and useful, too
- 1s most common of emotions is turning out to be more interesting than
we thought
.',e all know how it feels - it's impossible to keep your mind on anything, time
stretches out, and all the th ings you could do seem equally unlikely to make you
'eel better. But defining boredom so that it can be studied in the lab has proved
d 9'icult. For a start, it can include a lot of other mental states, such as frustration,
apathy, depression and indifference. There isn't even agreement over whether
ooredom is always a low-energy, flat kind of emotion or whether feeling agitated
and restless counts as boredom, too. In his book, Boredom: A Lively History, Peter
Toohey at the University of Calgary, Canada, compares it to disgust - an emotion
:hat motivates us to stay away from certain situations. 'If disgust protects humans
<-rom infection, boredom may protect them from "infectious" socia l situations,'
rie suggests.
3

By asking people about their experiences of boredom, Thomas Goetz and his team
at the University of Konstanz in Germany have recently identified five distinct types:
ndifferent, calibrating, searching, reactant and apathetic. These can be plotted on
two axes - one running left to right, which measures low to high arousal, and the
other from top to bottom, which measures how positive or negative the feeling is.
ntriguingly, Goetz has found that while people experience all kinds of boredom,
they tend to specialise in one. Of the five types, the most damaging is 'reactant'
boredom with its explosive combination of high arousal and negative emotion. The
most useful is what Goetz calls 'indifferent' boredom· someone isn't engaged in
anything satisfying but still feels relaxed and calm. However, it remains to be seen
whether there are any cha racter traits that predict the kind of boredom each of us
might be prone to.

C

Psychologist Sandi Mann at the University of Central Lancashire , UK, goes further.
All emotions are there for a reason , including boredom,' she says Mann has found
that being bored makes us more creative. 'We're all afraid of being bored but in
actual fact it can lead to all kinds of amazing things,' she says. In experiments
published last year, Mann found that people who had been made to feel bored by
copying numbers out of the phone book for 15 minutes came up w ith more creative
ideas about how to use a polystyrene cup than a control group. Mann concluded
that a passive, boring activity is best for creativity because it allows the mind
to wander. In fact, she goes so far as to suggest that we should seek out more
boredom in our lives.

D

Psychologist John Eastwood at York University in Toronto, Canada isn 't convinced.
'If you are in a state of mind-wandering you are not bored,' he says. 'In my view,
by definition boredom is an undesirable state.' That doesn't necessarily mean
that it isn't adaptive, he adds. 'Pain is adaptive - if we didn't have physical pain,
bad things would happen to us. Does that mean that we should actively cause
pain? No. But even if boredom has evolved to help us survive, it can still be toxic
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Test 1
if allowed to fester.' For Eastwood, the central feature of boredom is a failure to
put our 'attention system' into gear. This causes an inability to focus on anything,
which makes time seem to go painfully slowly. What's more, your efforts to improve
the situation can end up making you feel worse. 'People try to connect with the
world and it they are not successful there's that frustration and irritability,' he says.
Perhaps most worryingly, says Eastwood, repeatedly failing to engage attention
can lead to a state where we don't know what to do any more, and no longer care.
E

Eastwood's team is now trying to explore why the attention system fails. It's early
days but they think that at least some of it comes down to personality. Boredom
proneness has been linked with a variety of traits. People who are motivated by
pleasure seem to suffer particularly badly. Other personality traits, such as curiosity,
are associated with a high boredom threshold. More evidence that boredom has
detrimental effects comes from studies of people who are more or less prone to
boredom. It seems those who bore easily face poorer prospects in education,
their career and even life in general. But of course, boredom itself cannot kill it's the things we do to deal with it that may put us in danger. What can we do to
alleviate it before it comes to that? Goetz's group has one suggestion. Working with
teenagers, they found that those who 'approach' a boring situation - in other words,
see that it's boring and get stuck in anyway - report less boredom than those who
try to avoid it by using snacks, TV or social media for distraction.

F

Psychologist Francoise Wemelsfelder speculates that our over-connected lifestyles
might even be a new source of boredom. 'In modern human society there is a lot of
overstimulation but still a lot of problems finding meaning,' she says. So instead of
seeking yet more mental stimulation, perhaps we should leave our phones alone,
and use boredom to motivate us to engage with the world in a more
meaningful way.
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Reading

_::xi,

at the following people (Questions 20-23) and the list of ideas below.

Va::h each person with the correct idea, A-E.

.-e the correct letter, A-E, in boxes 20-23 on your answer sheet.
Peter Toohey
Thomas Goetz
John Eastwood

Z3

Francoise Wemelsfelder
List of Ideas

A

The way we live today may encourage boredom.

B

One sort of boredom is worse than all the others.

C

Levels of boredom may fall in the future.

D

Trying to cope with boredom can increase its negative effects.

E

Boredom may encourage us to avoid an unpleasant experience.

uestions 24-26
...omplete the summary below.

: rioose ONE WORD ONLY from the passage for each answer.
'.'rite your answers in boxes 24-26 on your answer sheet.

Responses to boredom
=or John Eastwood, the central feature of boredom is that people cannot
.................................... , due to a failure in what he calls the 'attention system', and as a
24
·esult they become frustrated and irritable. His team suggests that those for whom
... is an important aim in life may have problems in coping with
25
:>oredom, whereas those who have the characteristic of 26 .......... .

can

;enerally cope with it.
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Test 1

READI NG PASSA GE 3
You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 27-40, which are based on Reading
Passage 3 below.

Artificial artists
Can computers really create works of art?
The Painting Fool is one of a growing number of computer programs which , so their
makers claim, possess creative talents. Classical music by an artificial composer
has
had audiences enraptured, and even tricked them into believing a human was behind
the score. Artworks painted by a robot have sold for thousands of dollars and been
hung
in prestigious galleries. And software has been built which creates art that could
not
have been imagined by the programmer.
Human beings are the only species to perform sophisticated creative acts regularly.
If we can break this process down into computer code , where does that leave human
creativity? 'This is a question at the very core of humanity,' says Geraint Wiggins,
a
computational creativity researcher at Goldsmiths, University of London. 'It scares
a lot
of people. They are worried that it is taking something special away from what it
means
to be human.'
To some extent, we are all familiar with computerised art. The question is: where
does
the work of the artist stop and the creativity of the computer begin? Consider one
of the
oldest machine artists, Aaron, a robot that has had paintings exhibited in London's
Tate
Modern and the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art. Aaron can pick up a paintbrush
and paint on canvas on its own. Impressive perhaps, but it is still little more than
a tool to
realise the programm er's own creative ideas.
Simon Colton , the designer of the Painting Fool, is keen to make sure his creation
doesn't attract the same criticism. Unlike earlier 'artists' such as Aaron, the Painting
Fool
only needs minimal direction and can come up with its own concepts by going online
for
material. The software runs its own web searches and trawls through social media
sites.
It is now beginning to display a kind of imagination too, creating pictures from scratch.
One of its orig inal works is a series of fuzzy landscapes, depicting trees and sky.
While
some might say they have a mechanical look, Colton argues that such reactions
arise
from people's double standards towards software-produced and human-produced
art. After all, he says, consider that the Painting Fool painted the landscapes without
referring to a photo. 'If a child painted a new scene from its head, you'd say it has
a
certain level of imagination,' he points out. 'The same should be true of a machine.'
Software bugs can also lead to unexpected results. Some of the Painting Fool's
paintings of a chair came out in black and white, thanks to a technical glitch. This
gives
the work an eene, ghostlike quality. Human artists like the renowned Ellsworth Kelly
are
lauded for limiting their colour palette - so why should computers be any different?
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Reading

. . directly
. creatIvIty
· ht to measure machine
·t ·1s rig
Researchers like Colton, don't bel"1eve
. 1
are
to that of humans who have had millennia to develop our skills'. Others, though,
fascinated by the pro~pect that a computer might create something as original and
~ubtle as our best artists So far, _only one has come close . Composer David Cope
invented a program ~alle~ Experiments in Musical Intelligence, or EMI. Not only did
EMI create ~ompositions in Cape's style, but also that of the most revered classical
and
composers including Bach, Chopin and Mozart. Audiences were moved to tears
'Bach
genuine
hearing
were
they
thinking
into
experts
music
EMI even fooled cl~ssical
Not everyone was_1mpressed however. Some, such as Wiggins, have blasted Cape's
n of
work as pseudoscience, and condemn ed him for his deliberately vague explanatio
said
University
Indiana
of
r
Hofstadte
Douglas
le,
how the software worked. Meanwhi
EMI created replicas which still rely completely on the original artist's creative impulses
music
When audiences found out the truth they were often outraged with Cope and one
l's
EM
destroyed
Cope
sy,
controver
such
lover even tried to punch him. Amid
vital databases.
11
But why did so many people love the music, yet recoil when they discovered how
n
Caledorna
Glasgow
of
Moffat
David
scientist
r
was composed? A study by compute
assess
to
rts
non-expe
and
musicians
expert
both
asked
He
clue.
a
provides
University
six compositions. The participants weren't told beforehand whether the tunes were
much
composed by humans or computers, but were asked to guess. and then rate how
dislike
to
tended
computer
a
was
r
compose
the
thought
they liked each one. People who
the
among
even
true
was
This
human
was
it
believed
who
those
than
more
the piece
analyses
their
experts, who might have been expected to be more objective In
n
Where does this prejudice come from? Paul Bloom of Yale University has a suggestio
behind
process
creative
the
from
stems
art
from
get
we
pleasure
the
of
part
he reckons
nts
the work. This can give it an 'irresistible essence' , says Bloom. Meanwhile experime
an
of
t
enjoymen
people's
that
shown
have
by Justin Kruger of New York University
artwork increases if they think more time and effort was needed to create It S1m1larly,
have
Colton thinks that when people experience art, they wonder what the artist might
that
,
therefore
obvious,
seems
been thinking or what the artist is trying to tell them. It
with computers producing art, this speculation is cut short - there's nothing to explore
But as technology becomes increasingly complex, finding those greater depths in
computer art could become possible This is precisely why Colton asks the Pa1nt1ng
choose
Fool to tap into onhne social networks for ,ts inspiration. hopefully this way 1t will
themes that will already be meaningful to us
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Test 1

Questions 27-31
Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D.
Write the correct letter in boxes 27-31 on your answer sheet.
27

What is the writer suggesting about computer-produced works in the
first paragraph?

A
B

C
D

28

According to Geraint Wiggins, why are many people worried by computer art?

A

B
C
D

29

D

is aesthetically inferior to human art.
may ultimately supersede human art.
undermines a fundamental human quality.
will lead to a deterioration in human ability.

its programmer's background
public response to its work
the source of its subject matter
the technical standard of its output

What point does Simon Colton make in the fourth paragraph?

A
B
C
D

31

It
It
It
It

What is a key difference between Aaron and the Painting Fool?

A
B
C

30

People's acceptance of them can vary considerably.
A great deal of progress has already been attained in this field.
They have had more success in some artistic genres than in others.
The advances are not as significant as the public believes them to be.

Software-produced art is often dismissed as childish and simplistic.
The same concepts of creativity should not be applied to all forms of art.
It is unreasonable to expect a machine to be as imaginative as a human being.
People tend to judge computer art and human art according to
different criteria.

The writer refers to the paintings of a chair as an example of computer art which

A

B
C
D

achieves a particularly striking effect.
exhibits a certain level of genuine artistic skill.
closely resembles that of a well-known artist.
highlights the technical limitations of the software.
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Reading

.,.,':.Jestions 32-37
::,.:,-,plete each sentence with the correct ending, A-G below.
e the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 32-37 on your answer sheet.
~

Simon Colton says it is important to consider the long-term view when

,lJ

David Cape's EMI software surprised people by

l-&

Geraint Wiggins criticised Cope for not

l5

Douglas Hofstadter claimed that EMI was

•
_,

Audiences who had listened to EMl's music became angry after
The participants in David Moffat's study had to assess music without
List of Ideas

A

generating work that was virtually indistinguishable from that of humans.

B

knowing whether it was the work of humans or software.

C

producing work entirely dependent on the imagination of its creator.

D

comparing the artistic achievements of humans and computers.

E

revealing the technical details of his program.

F

persuading the public to appreciate computer art.

G

discovering that it was the product of a computer program.
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Test 1

Questions 38-40
Do the following statements agree with the claims of the writer in Reading Passage 3?
In boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet, write
YES
if the statement agrees with the claims of the writer
NO
if the statement contradicts the claims of the writer
NOT GIVEN if it 1s impossible to say what the writer thinks about this

38

Moffat's research may help explain people's reactions to EMI.

39

The non-experts in Moffat's study all responded

40

Justin Kruger's findings cast doubt on Paul Bloom's theory about people's prejudice
towards computer art.

1n a predictable way.
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Writing

WRITING

I TING TASK 1
s'lould spend about 20 minutes on this task.
i'l!e two maps below show road access to a city hospital in 2007 and in 2010.

Summarise the information by selecting and reporting the main features, and
Make comparisons where relevant.
~

·e at least 150 words.
Ring Road

City Hospital
2007

CITY

s

HOSPITAL

[~

Bus stop [

Car park: staff
and public

City Road

Ring Road

City Hospital
2010

CITY

Public
car
park

HOSPITAL

Bus
station

Staff
car
park

@

roundabout

City Road
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Test 1

WRITING TASK 2
You should spend about 40 minutes on this task.
Write about the following topic:
Living in a country where you have to speak a foreign language can cause
serious social problems, as well as practical problems.
To what extent do you agree or disagree with this statement?
Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own
knowledge or experience.
Write at least 250 words.
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Speaking

SPEAKING

PART 1
The examiner asks the candidate about him/herself, his/her home, work or studies and
other familiar topics.
EXAMPLE

Television programmes
• Where do you usually watch TV programmes/shows? [Why?/Why not?]
• What's your favourite TV programme/show? [Why?]
Are there any programmes/shows you don't like watching? r,Nhy?/Why not?]
• Do you think you will watch more TV or fewer TV programmes/shows in the future?
[Why?/Why not?]

PART 2
Describe someone you know who has started a
business.

You should say:
who this person is
what work this person does
why this person decided to start a business
and explain whether you would like to do t he
same kind of work as this person.

You will have to talk
about the topic for one
to two minutes. You
have one minute to
think about what you
are going to say. You
can make some notes
to help you if you wish .

PART 3
Discussion topics:
Choosing work
Example questions:
What kinds of jobs do young people not want to do in your country?
Who is best at advising young people about choosing a job: teachers or parents?
Is money always the most important thing when choosing a job?

Work-Life balance
Example questions:
Do you agree that many people nowadays are under pressure to work longer hours and
take less holiday?
What is the impact on society of people having a poor work- life balance?
Could you recommend some effective strategies for governments and employers to
ensure people have a good work-life balance?

...
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Test 2
LISTENING
SECTION 1

Questions 1-10

Complete the notes below.
Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer.

South City Cycling Club
Example
Name of club secretary: Jim ............ ../:1!!.IJ.~ .f'. ............ .
Membership
Full membership costs $260; this covers cycling and 1 ..........................................
all over Australia
Recreational membership costs $108
Cost of membership includes the club fee and 2 ...........................................
The club kit is made by a company called 3 ..........................................
Training rides
•

Chance to improve cycling skills and fitness

•

Leve l B: speed about 4 ........................................... kph

•

Weekly sessions
- Tuesdays at 5.30 am, meet at the 5 .............
- Thursdays at 5.30 am, meet at the entrance to the 6 ...........................................

Further information
•

Rides are about an hour and a half

•

Members often have 7 ........................................... together afterwards

•

There is not always a 8 ......................................... with the group on these rides

•

Check and print the 9 .......................................

•

Bikes must have 10 ...........................................

on the website beforehand
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Listening

ECTION 2

Questions 11-20

:_:s:1ons 11-16
_cse the correct letter, A, B or C.

Information on company volunteering projects
rlow much time for volunteering does the company allow per employee?
A

B
C

Z

n feedback almost all employees said that volunteering improved their

A
8

C
.. •

B
C

school.
park.
charity.

Where will the Digital Inclusion Day be held?

A

B
C
5

literacy skills.
job applications.
communication skills .

This year the company will start a new volunteering project with a local

A

•:

chances of promotion .
job satisfaction.
relationships with colleagues .

l ast year some staff helped unemployed people with their

A
B
C
• -'

two hours per week
one day per month
8 hours per year

at the company's training facility
at a college
in a community centre

What should staff do if they want to take part in the Digital Inclusion Day?

A
8
C

fill in a form
attend a training workshop
get permission from their manager
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Test 2

Questions 17 and 18
Choose TWO letters, A-E.

What TWO things are mentioned about the participants on the last Digital Inclusion Day?
A
B
C
D
E

They were all over 70.
They never used their computer.
Their phones were mostly old-fashioned .
They only used their phones for making calls.
They initially showed little interest.

Questions 19 and 20
Choose TWO letters, A-E.

What TWO activities on the last Digital Inclusion Day did participants describe as useful?
A

B
C
D

E

learning to use tablets
communicating with family
shopping online
playing online games
sending emails
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Listening

SECTION 3

Questions 21-30

-'!Jestions 21-25
:1:oose the correct letter, A, B or C.

Planning a presentation on nanotechnology

-2:i

Russ says that his difficulty in planning the presentation is due to
A
B
C

Russ and his tutor agree that his approach in the presentation will be

A
B
C
23

talk about things that he can find slides to illustrate.
look for slides to illustrate the points he makes.
consider omitting slides altogether.

They both agree that the best way for Russ to start his presentation is

A
B
C
15

to concentrate on how nanotechnology is used in one field.
to follow the chronological development of nanotechnology.
to show the range of applications of nanotechnology.

n connection with slides, the tutor advises Russ to
A
B
C

: .&

his lack of knowledge about the topic.
his uncertainty about what he should try to achieve.
the short time that he has for preparation.

to encourage the audience to talk.
to explain what Russ intends to do.
to provide an example.

What does the tutor advise Russ to do next while preparing his presentation?
A
B
C

summarise the main point he wants to make
read the notes he has already made
list the topics he wants to cover
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Test 2

Questions 26-30
What comments do the speakers make about each of the following aspects of Russ's
previous presentation?
Choose FIVE answers from the box and write the correct letter, A-G, next to
Questions 26--30

Comments
A

lacked a conclusion

B

useful in the future

C

not enough

D

sometimes distracting

E

showed originality

F

covered a wide range

G

not too technical

Aspects of Russ's previous presentation

......................

26

structure

27

eye contact

28

body language

29

choice of words ······················

30

handouts

·············"···"··
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Listening

SECTION 4

Questions 31-40

Complete the notes below.
Write ONE WORD ONLY for each answer.
Episodic memory

the ability to recall details, e.g. the time and 31 ...................................
events

of past

different to semantic memory - the ability to remember general information
about the 32 ................. ...... . ..... . ... , which does not involve recalling
33 ........................................... information
Forming episodic memories involves three steps:
Encoding

involves receiving and processing information
the more 34 ................................... given to an event, the more successfully it
can be encoded
to remember a 35 ........................... ............. , it is useful to have a strategy for
encoding such information
Consolidation

how memories are strengthened and stored
most effective when memories can be added to a 36
of related information
the 37 ............................. . . . ..... of retrieval affects the strength of memories
Retrieval

memory retrieval often depends on using a prompt, e.g the
38 .................... . . ............. of an object near to the place where you left your car
Episodic memory impairments

these affect people with a wide range of medical conditions
games which stimulate the 39 .
people with schizophrenia

............... have been found to help

children with autism may have difficulty forming episodic memories possibly because their concept of the 40 •.....
.. may be absent
memory training may help autistic children develop social skills
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Test 2

READING
READING PASSAGE 1
You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 1-13, which are based on Reading
Passage 1 below.

Bringing cinnamon to Europe
Cinnamon is a sweet, fragrant spice produced from the inner bark of trees of the genus
Cinnamomum, which is native to the Indian sub-continent. It was known in biblical times,
and is mentioned in several books of the Bible, both as an ingredient that was mixed
with oils for anointing people's bodies, and also as a token indicating friendship among
lovers and friends. In ancient Rome, mourners attending funerals burnt cinnamon to
create a pleasa nt scent. Most often, however, the spice found its primary use as an
additive to food and drink. In the Middle Ages, Europeans who could afford the spice
used it to flavour food, particularly meat, and to impress those around them with their
ability to purchase an expensive condiment from the 'exotic' East. At a banquet, a host
would offer guests a plate with various spices piled upon it as a sign of the wealth at his
or her disposal. Cinnamon was also reported to have health benefits, and was thought
to cure various ailments, such as indigestion.
Toward the end of the Middle Ages, the European middle classes began to desire
the lifestyle of the elite, including their consumption of spices. This led to a growth in
demand for cinnamon and other spices. At that time, cinnamon was transported by Arab
merchants, who closely guarded the secret of the source of the spice from potential
rivals. They took it from India, where it was grown, on camels via an overland route
to the Mediterranean. Their journey ended when they reached Alexandria. European
traders sailed there to purchase their supply of cinnamon, then brought it back to Venice.
The spice then travelled from that great trading city to markets all around Europe.
Because the overland trade route allowed for only small quantities of the spice to reach
Europe, and because Venice had a virtual monopoly of the trade, the Venetians could
set the price of cinnamon exorbitantly high. These prices, coupled with the increasing
demand, spurred the search for new routes to Asia by Europeans eager to take part in
the spice trade
Seeking the high profits promised by the cinnamon market, Portuguese traders arrived
on the island of Ceylon in the Indian Ocean toward the end of the 15th century. Before
Europeans arrived on the island, the state had organized the cultivation of cinnamon.
People belonging to the ethnic group called the Salagama would peel the bark off
young shoots of the cinnamon plant in the rainy season, when the wet bark was
more pliable. During the peeling process, they curled the bark into the 'stick' shape
still associated with the spice today. The Salagama then gave the finished product to
the king as a form of tribute. When the Portuguese arrived, they needed to increase
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Reading
production sign~ficantly, and so enslaved many other members of the Ceylonese native
population, forcing them to work in cinnamon harvesting In 1518, the Portuguese built
a fort on Ceylon, ".'hich enabled them to protect the island, so helping them to develop a
monopoly In the cinnamon trade and generate very high profits. In the late 16th century,
for example, they enJoyed a tenfold profit when shipping cinnamon over a journey of
eight days from Ceylon to India.
When the Dutch arrived off the coast of southern Asia at the very beginning of the
17th century, they set their sights on displacing the Portuguese as kings of cinnamon
The Dutch allied themselves with Kandy, an inland kingdom on Ceylon. In return
for payments of elephants and cinnamon , they protected the native king from the
Portuguese. By 1640, the Dutch broke the 150-year Portuguese monopoly when they
overran and occupied their factories. By 1658, they had permanently expelled the
Portuguese from the island, thereby gaining control of the lucrative cinnamon trade.
In order to protect their hold on the market, the Dutch, like the Portuguese before them,
treated the native inhabitants harshly Because of the need to boost production and
satisfy Europe's ever-increasing appetite for cinnamon , the Dutch began to alter the
harvesting practices of the Ceylonese. Over time, the supply of cinnamon trees on the
island became nearly exhausted, due to systematic stripping of the bark. Eventually, the
Dutch began cultivating their own cinnamon trees to supplement the diminishing number
of wild trees available for use
Then. in 1796, the English arrived on Ceylon, thereby displacing the Dutch from their
control of the cinnamon monopoly. By the middle of the 19th century, production of
cinnamon reached 1,000 tons a year, after a lower grade quality of the spice became
acceptable to European tastes. By that time, cinnamon was being grown In other parts
of the Indian Ocean region and in the West Indies, Brazil, and Guyana. Not only was a
monopoly of cinnamon becoming impossible, but the spice trade overall was diminishing
in economic potential, and was eventually superseded by the rise of trade in coffee, tea.
chocolate, and sugar
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Test 2

Questions 1-9
Complete the notes below.
Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the passage for each answer.
Write your answers in boxes 1-9 on your answer sheet.

The Early History of Cinnam on

Biblical times ·

added to 1 ........................................
used to show 2 ..... ........... ................. .... between people

Ancient Rome:

used for its sweet smell at 3 .........................................

Middle Ages:

added to food , especially meat
was an indication of a person's 4 ...........................................
known as a treatment for 5 ......................................... and other
health problems
grown in 6 .....
merchants used 7
the Mediterranean

..................................... to bring it to

arrived in the Mediterranean at 8 ...........................................
traders took it to 9 ........................................... and sold it to
destinations around Europe
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Reading

- -=::-ons 10-13
::C

: Following statements agree with the information given in Read i1ng Passage 1?
- , es 10-13 on your answer sheet, write
TRUE
if the statement agrees with the information
FALSE
if the statement contradicts the information
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this

- ..,e Portuguese had control over the cinnamon trade in Ceylon throughout the 16th
:e!'ltury.
-.,e Dutch took over the cinnamon trade from the Portuguese as soon as they
arrived in Ceylon.
' le trees planted by the Dutch produced larger quantities of cinnamon than the
.•, ild trees .
..-

n e spice trade maintained its economic importance during the 19th century.
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Test 2

READING PASSAGE 2
You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 14--26, which are based on Reading
Passage 2 below.

Oxytocin
The positive and negative effects of the chemical known as the 'love hormone'
A

Oxytocin is a chemical , a hormone produced in the pituitary gland in the brain. It
was through various studies focusing on animals that scientists first became aware
of the influence of oxytocin. They discovered that it helps reinforce the bonds
between prairie voles, which mate for life, and triggers the motherly behaviour
that sheep show towards their newborn lambs. It is also released by women in
childbirth , strengthening the attachment between mother and baby. Few chemicals
have as positive a reputation as oxytocin, which is sometimes referred to as the
'love hormone'. One sniff of it can , it is claimed, make a person more trusting,
empathetic, generous and cooperative. It is time, however, to revise this wholly
optimistic view. A new wave of studies has shown that its effects vary greatly
depending on the person and the circumstances, and it can impact on our social
interactions for worse as well as for better.

B

Oxytocin's role in human behaviour first emerged in 2005. In a groundbreaking
experiment, Markus Heinrichs and his colleagues at the University of Freiburg,
Germany, asked volunteers to do an activity in which they could invest money with
an anonymous person who was not guaranteed to be honest. The team found
that participants who had sniffed oxytocin via a nasal spray beforehand invested
more money than those who received a placebo instead. The study was the start
of research into the effects of oxytocin on human interactions. 'For eight years, it
was quite a lonesome field,' Heinrichs recalls. 'Now, everyone is interested. ' These
follow-up studies have shown that after a sniff of the hormone, people become
more charitable, better at reading emotions on others' faces and at communicating
constructively in arguments. Together, the results fuelled the view that oxytocin
universally enhanced the positive aspects of our social nature.

C

Then, after a few years, contrasting findings began to emerge. Simone ShamayTsoory at the University of Haifa, Israel, found that when volunteers played a
competitive game, those who inhaled the hormone showed more pleasure when
they beat other players, and felt more envy when others won. What's more,
administering oxytocin also has sharply contrasting outcomes depending on a
person's disposition. Jennifer Bartz from Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New
York, found that it improves people's ability to read emotions, but only if they are
not very socially adept to begin with. Her research also shows that oxytocin in fact
reduces cooperation in subjects who are particularly anxious or sensitive
to rejection .
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.;nother discovery is that oxytocin's effects vary depending
on who we are
'lteracting with . Studies conducted by Carolyn DeClerck
of the University of
Antwerp, Belgium , revealed that people who had receive
d a dose of oxytocin
actually became less cooperative when dealing with comple
te strangers.
\1eanwhile, Carsten De Dreu at the University of Amster
dam in the Netherlands
discovered that volunteers given oxytocin showed favouri
tism: Dutch men became
quicke r to associate positive words with Dutch names than
with foreign ones,
'or example. According to De Dreu, oxytocin drives people
to care for those in
their social circles and defend them from outside danger
s. So, it appears that
oxytocin strengthens biases , rather than promoting genera
l goodwill, as was
previously thought.

E

There were signs of these subtleties from the start. Bartz
has recently shown that
1n almost half of the existing research results , oxytocin influen
ced only certain
ndividuals or in certain circumstances. Where once resear
chers took no notice
of such findings, now a more nuanced understanding of
oxytocin •s effects is
propelling investigations down new lines. To Bartz, the key
to understanding what
the hormone does lies in pinpointing its core function rather
than in cataloguing its
seemingly endless effects . There are several hypotheses
which are not mutually
exclusive. Oxytocin could help to reduce anxiety and fear.
Or it could simply
motivate people to seek out social connections. She believe
s that oxytocin acts as
a chemical spotlight that shines on social clues - a shift
in posture , a flicker of the
eyes, a dip in the voice - making people more attuned to
their social environment.
This would explain why it makes us more likely to look others
in the eye and
improves our ability to identify emotions. But it could also
make things worse for
people who are overly sensitive or prone to interpreting social
cues in the
worst light.
1

;

Perhaps we should not be surprised that the oxytocin story
has becom e more
perplexing. The hormone is found in everything from octopu
ses to sheep, and its
evolutionary roots stretch back half a billion years. 'It's a
very simple and ancient
molecule that has been co-opted for many different functio
ns,' says Sue Carter at
the University of Illinois, Chicago, USA. 'It affects primitiv
e parts of the brain like
the amygdala, so it's going to have many effects on just
about everything.' Bartz
agrees . 'Oxytocin probably does some very basic things,
but once you add our
higher-order thinking and social situations, these basic proces
ses could manifest
in different ways depending on individual differences and
context.'
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Test 2

Questions 14-17
Reading Passage 2 has six paragraphs , A-F.
ation?
Which paragraph contains the following inform
your answe r sheet.
Write the correc t letter, A-F, in boxes 14-17 on
NB You may use any letter more than once.

14
15
16

17

s of oxytocin on people
reference to research showing the beneficial effect
reasons why the effects of oxytocin are complex
little scientific attention
mention of a period in which oxytocin attracted
their research data
reference to people ignoring certain aspects of

Questions 18-20
18-20 ) and the list of
Look at the following research findings (Questions
researchers below.
cher, A-F.
Match each research finding with the correct resear
your answe r sheet.
Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 18-20 on

19

in.
People are more trusting when affected by oxytoc
Oxytocin increases people 's feelings of jealousy.

20

n to anoth er.
The effect of oxytocin varies from one type of perso

18

List of Resea rcher s

A

Markus Heinrichs

B

Simone Shamay-Tsoory

C

Jennifer Bartz

D

Carolyn DeClerck

E

Carsten De Dreu

F

Sue Carte r
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Questions 21-26
Complete the summary below
Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the passage for each answer.
Write your answers in boxes 21-26 on your answer sheet.

Oxytocin research
The earliest findings about oxytocin and bonding came from research involving

21 .....
22 ...

•· •················ •·· • It was also discovered that humans produce oxytocin during
. •········ An experiment in 2005, in which participants were given either

oxytocin or a 23 .... ....... ... ........ ...... , reinforced the belief that the hormone had a
positive effect.
However, later research suggests that this is not always the case. A study at the
University of Haifa where participants took part in a 24 ... ....... ....... ... ... .... ..

revealed

the negative emotions which oxytocin can trigger. A study at the University of Antwerp
showed people's lack of willingness to help 25 . . ...................... ......... while under the
influence of oxytocin. Meanwhile, research at the University of Amsterdam revealed that
people who have been given oxytocin consider 26 ..................... ..... ........ that are familiar
to them in their own country to have more positive associations than those from other
cultures.
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Test 2

READING PASSAGE 3
You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 27-40, which are based on Reading
Passage 3 below.

MAKING THE MOST OF TRENDS
Experts from Harvard Business School give advice to managers
Most managers can identif) the major trends of the day. But in the course of conducting research
in a number o · industries and working directly \vith companies. we have discovered that
managers often fail to recognize the less obvious but profound ways these trends are innuencing
consumers· aspirations. attitudes. and behaviors. This is espcciall) true of trends that managers
view as peripheral to their core markets.
Many ignore trends in their innovation strategics or adopt a wait-and-see approach and let
competitors take the lead. At a minimum. such responses mean missed profit opportunities. At
the extreme. the) can jcopardi7e a eompan) b) ceding to rivals the opportunit) to transfom1 the
indust1y. The purpose of this article is t\rnfold: to spur managers to think more expansive!) about
ho\, trends C(,uld engender ne\, value propositions in their core markets. and to provide some
high-level ad. ice on hO\\ to make market research and product development personnel more
adept at analyzing and exploiting trends.
One strategy. known as · infuse and augment'. is to design a product or service that retains most
of the attributes and functions of existing products in the category but adds others that address
the needs and desires unleashed b) a major trend. A case in point is the Poppy range of handbags.
\\hich the fil"Tl Coach created in response to the economic do,, ntum of 2008. The Coach brand
had been a symbol of opulence and luxury for nearly 70 years. and the most obvious reaction
to the downturn would have been to lower prices. However. that would have risked cheapening
the brand's image. Instead. they initiated a consumer-research project \\hich revealed that
customers were eager to lifl themselves and the country out of tough times. Using these insights,
Coach launched the lower-priced Poppy handbags. which ,,ere in vibrant colors. and looked
more youthful and playful than conventional Coach products. Creating the sub-brand allowed
Coach to avert an across-the-board price cut. In contrast to the man) companies that responded
to the recession by cutting prices. Coach sa" the ne,, consumer mindset as an opportunit) for
innovation and renewal.
A further example of this strategy was supermarket Tesco·s response to consumers· growing
concerns about the environment. With that in mind. Tesco. one of the \.\Orld"s top five retailers.
introduced its Greener Living program.,, hich demonstrates the company ·s commitment to
protecting the cn, ironment by im·olving consumers in ways that produce tangible results. For
example. Tesco customers can accumulate points for such activities as reusing bags. recycling
cans and pr:nter cartridges. and buying home-insulation materials. Like points earned on regular
purchases. these green points can be redeemed for cash. Tesco has not abandoned its traditional
retail offerings but augmented its business with these innovations. thereb) infusing its value
proposition with a green streak.
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A more radical strntcg) is ·combine and transccnd'. I his entails combining aspects of the
product'5 C'-i~ting ,aluc proposition \I ith attribute~ addre~~ing changes arising from a trend. to
creah.: a nmel c/1.pcrience - Lmc that ma) land the com pan) in an entire!) new market space.
At fiN g!.mcc. spending resnurces to incorporatc clements of u seeming!) irrelevant trend into
one's core offerings sounds like it's hard!) \I ortlm hile. But consider Nike's move to integrate the
digital re\olution into its n:putation for high-perf'onnance athletic footwear. In 2006. the) teamed
up \I ith technology company Apple to launch Nike+. a digital sports kit comprising a sensor
that attaches to the running shoe and a 11 ire less receiver that connects to the user's il'od. 13)
combining Nikc·s original value proposition for amateur athletes \1 ith one for digital consumers.
the Nike • sports kit and web interface 11101 ed the compan~ from a focus on athletic apparel to a
new plane of engagement with its eustomcrs.
A third approach. kno11 n as ·counteract and reallim1 ·. involves de, eloping products or services
that stress the values traditional I~ a~srn.:iated \\ ith the catcgo~ in ways that all1m consumers to
oppose or at least tcmporaril~ escape from the aspects of trends they vie" as unde~irable.
A product that aecomplished this is the ME2. a\ ideo game created by Canada's iloys. B)
n:alfim1ing the to) categol') ·!->association" ith physical pla'.I. the ME2 counteracted some of
the" idely perceived negath e impacts or digital gaming devices. Like other handheld games.
the device featured a host of c:..citing interacti, c games. a full-color LCD screen. and ad\ anced
3D graphics. What set it apan wa, that ii incorporated the traditional physical component
or children's play: it contained a pedometer. which tracked and awarded points for physical
acti\ it) (walking. running. biking. skateboarding. climbing stairs). The child could use the
points to enhance various virtual skills needed for the video game. I he ME2. introduced in mid2008. catered to kid,· huge desire lo pla) video games while countering the ncgati\'es. such as
a,sociations with lack or C/1.ercise and obesity.
Once you have gained perspective on how trend-related changes in consum.:r opinions and
hehaviors impact on) our category. you can detcm1ine "hich of our thn:e innnl'atinn ,trategies tn
pursue. When your catego11 ·s ha,;ic I alue proposition continues to he meaningful for consumers
influenced hy the trend. the infuse-and-augment strategy \\ ill all01~ you Lo reim igorntc the
category. If analysis reveals an incrca,ing disparit) hcmcen your cat,·gor~ and .:nnsumcr,,' IlC\\
focus. your innovations need to transcend the catcgo~ to intcgratt.: the t\\ o "oriel~. Final!~.
if aspects of the catcgol) clash 1\ ith unde~ircd outcomes of a tr.:nd. ,uch as a,sociaunns "ith
unhealthy Ji fest) Jes. there is an opportunil) 10 counteract those dwngcs b~ rcJllirming the core
values of) our catcgn~.
·1rends - technological. t.:conomic. environmt.:nlal. social. nr 1wlitical 1ha1 affect ho" rcnrk
perceive the world around them and shape \I hut tht.:) e,pt.:ct frnm pmducts ,111d sen 1cc, present
finns with unique opportunities for growth.
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Test 2

Questions 27-3 1
Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D.
Write the correct letter in boxes 27-31 on your answer sheet.
27

In the first paragraph, the writer says that most managers
A

B
C
D

28

According to the third paragraph, Coach was anxious to

A
B

C
D

29

C

D

It did not require Tesco to modify its core business activities.
It succeeded in attracting a more eco-conscious clientele.
Its main aim was to raise consumers' awareness of environmental issues.
It was not the first time that Tesco had implemented such an initiative.

What does the writer suggest about Nike's strategy?
A

B
C
D

31

follow what some of its competitors were doing.
maintain its prices throughout its range.
safeguard its reputation as a manufacturer of luxury goods.
modify the entire look of its brand to suit the economic climate.

What point s made about Tesco's Greener Living programme?

A
B

30

fail to spot the key consumer trends of the moment.
make the mistake of focusing only on the principal consumer trends.
misinterpret market research data relating to current consumer trends.
are unaware of the significant impact that trends have on consumers' lives.

It was an extremely risky strategy at the time.
It was a strategy that only a major company could afford to follow.
It was the type of strategy that would not have been possible in the past.
It was the kind of strategy which might appear to have few obvious benefits.

What was original about the ME2?

A
B

C
D

It contained technology that had been developed for the sports industry.
It appealed to young people who were keen to improve their physical fitness.
It took advantage of a current trend for video games with colourful 3D
graphics.
It was a handheld game that addressed people's concerns about unhealthy
lifestyles.
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Reading

: _-estions 32-37
..oo.• at the following statements (Questions 32-37) and the list of companies below.
.a."Ch each statement with the correct company, A, B, C or D.
e the correct letter, A, B, C or D, in boxes 32-37 on your answer sheet.
You may use any letter more than once.

-2

It turned the notion that its products could have harmful effects to its own
advantage .

..J

It extended its offering by collaborating with another manufacturer.

3-4

It implemented an incentive scheme to demonstrate its corporate social
responsibility.

~

It discovered that customers had a positive attitude towards dealing with difficult
circumstances.

Je

It responded to a growing lifestyle trend in an unrelated product sector.

_;

It successfully avoided having to charge its customers less for its core products.

List of companies

A

Coach

B

Tesco

C

Nike

D

iToys
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Test 2

Questions 38-40
Complete each sentence with the correct ending, A, B, C or D below.
Write the correct letter, A , B, C or D, in boxes 38-40 on your answer sheet.

38

If there are any trend-related changes impacting on your category, you should

39

If a current trend highlights a negative aspect of your category, you should

40

If the consumers' new focus has an increasing lack of connection with your offering,
you should

A

employ a combination of strategies to maintain your consumer base.

B

identify the most appropriate innovation strategy to use.

C

emphasise your brand's traditional values with the counteract-andaffirm strategy.

D

use the combine-and-transcend strategy to integrate the two worlds.
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Writing

WRITING
RI TING TASK 1
__ should spend about 20 minutes on this task.

Tie chart below shows the percentage of household s in owned and rented
accommod ation in England and Wales between 1918 and 2011.
Summarise the informatio n by selecting and reporting the main features, and
'71ake compariso ns where relevant.
--:e at least 150 words .

Household s owning and renting accommod atio n
in England and Wales 1918 to 2011
90
80
70

"'

60

,:,

0

~

Ill

"':::,
0

~

~

50
40

0

~
0

30
20
10
0

1918

•

1939

1953

1961

households in owned
accommodation

1971

•

1981

1991

2001

2011

households in rented
accommodation
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Test 2

WRITING TASK 2
You should spend about 40 minutes on this task.
Write about the following topic:
Some people believe that nowadays we have too many choices.

To what extent do you agree or disagree with this statement?
Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own
knowledge or experience.
Write at least 250 words.
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Speaking

SPEAKING

:: A.RT 1

--= examiner asks the candidate about him/herself, his/her home, work or studies and
-=' familiar topics.
~

PLE

;e

• :.,e you happy to be the age you are now? [Why/Why not?]
•
•
•

.',hen you were a child , did you think a lot about your future? [Why/Why not?]
JO you think you have changed as you have got older? [Why/Why not?]
'/hat will be different about your life in the future? [Why)

:>A.RT 2
:>escribe a time when you started using a new
:echnological device (e.g. a new computer or phone).
vou should say:
what device you started using
why you started using this device
how easy or difficult it was to use
and explain how helpful this device was to you.

You will have to talk
about the topic for one
to two minutes. You
have one minute to
think about what you
are going to say. You
can make some notes
to help you if you wish .

OART 3
:Jiscussion topics:
-eehnology and education
:=; ample questions:
.'1at is the best age for children to start computer lessons?
you think that schools should use more technology to help children learn?
:-e you agree or disagree that computers will replace teachers one day?

:'O

-eehnology and society
:=;ample questions:
- ow much has technology improved how we communicate with each other?
::::0 you agree that there are still many more major technological innovations to
:,e made?
:Ould you suggest some reasons why some people are deciding to reduce their use
:; :echnology?
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Test 3
LISTENING
SECTION 1

Questions 1-10

Complete the notes below.
Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer.

Moving to Sanford City
Example
Linda recommends living in suburb of: ..............P.~!1:9..n...............

Accommodation
Average rent: 1 £ ....................

................ a month

Transport
Linda travels to work by 2 .........................................
Limited 3 ........................................ in city centre
Trains to London every 4 ......................................... minutes
Poor tram service at 5 .........................

Advantages of living in Sanford
New 6 .

............... opened recently

7 .............

......... has excellent reputation

Good 8 ............

..................... on Bridge Street

Meet Linda
Meet Linda on 9 ......................................... after 5.30 pm
lnthe1 0 .....................

.............. opposite the station
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Listening

SECTION 2

Questions 11-20

Questions 11-16
What advantage does the speaker mention for each of the following physical activities?

Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct Jetter. A-G, next to
Questions 11-16.

Advantages
A

not dependent on season

B

enjoyable

C

low risk of injury

D

fitness level unimportant

E

sociable

F

fast results

G

motivating

Physical activities
11

using a gym

12

running

13

swimming

14

cycling

15

doing yoga

16

training with a personal trainer
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Test 3

Questions 17 and 18
Choose TWO letters, A-E.

For which TWO reasons does the speaker say people give up going to the gym?

A
B

C
D

E

lack of time
loss of confidence
too much effort required
high costs
feeling less successful than others

Questions 19 and 20
Choose TWO letters, A-E.

Which TWO pieces of advice does the speaker give for setting goals?
A
B
C
D
E

write goals down
have achievable aims
set a time limit
give yourself rewards
challenge yourself
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Listening

.:CTION 3

Questions 21-30

:_:stions 21-24
- .:ose the correct letter, A, B or C.

Project on using natural dyes to colour fabrics
N hat first inspired Jim to choose this project?
A
B

C

textiles displayed in an exhibition
a book about a botanic garden
carpets he saw on holiday

Jim eventually decided to do a practical investigation which involved
A
B
C

using a range of dyes with different fibres.
applying different dyes to one type of fibre.
testing one dye and a range of fibres.

When doing his experiments, Jim was surprised by
A
B
C

how much natural material was needed to make the dye.
the fact that dyes were widely available on the internet.
the time that he had to leave the fabric in the dye.

What problem did Jim have with using tartrazine as a fabric dye?
A
B

C

It caused a slight allergic reaction .
It was not a permanent dye on cotton.
It was ineffective when used on nylon.
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Test3

Questions 25-30
What problem 1s identified with each of the following natural dyes?
Choose SIX answers from the box and write the correct Jetter, A-H, next to
Questions 2fr30.
Problems

A

It is expensive.

B

The colour is too strong.

C

The colour is not long-lasting .

D

It is very poisonous.

E

It can damage the fabric.

F

The colour may be unexpected.

G

It is unsuitable for some fabrics.

H

It is not generally available.

Natural dyes
25

turmeric

26

beetroot

27

Tyrian pu rple

28

logwood

29

cochineal

30

metal oxide
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Listening

SECTIO N 4

Questions 31-40

:cmptete the notes below.

• ~e ONE WORD ONLY for each answer.

The sleepy lizard (tiliqua rugosa)
:>escription

They are common in Western and South Australia
They are brown, but recognisable by their blue 31
They are relatively large
Their diet consists mainly of 32 ..... . ..........................
Their main predators are large birds and 33 .........................................
avigation study
One study found that lizards can use the 34 ........................................ to help
them navigate
Observations in the wild
Observations show that these lizards keep the same 35 .................. ................... ..
for several years
What people want
Possible reasons :

to improve the survival of their young
(but little 36 .......................................... has been noted between parents and
children)
to provide 37 ........................................... for female lizards
Tracking study

A study was carried out using GPS systems attached to
the 38 ........................................... of the lizards
This provided information on the lizards' location and even the number
of 39 ........................................... taken
It appeared that the lizards were trying to avoid one another
This may be in order to reduce chances of 40 ..... . ............
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Test 3

READING
READING PASSAGE 1
You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 1-13, which are based on Reading
Passage 1 below.

The coconut palm
For millennia, the coconut has been central to the lives of Polynesian and Asian peoples.
In the western world, on the other hand, coconuts have always been exotic and unusual,
sometimes rare. The Italian merchant traveller Marco Polo apparently saw coconuts
in South Asia in the late 13th century, and among the mid-14th-century travel writings
of Sir John Mandeville there is mention of 'great Notes of Ynde' (great Nuts of India).
Today, images of palm-fringed tropical beaches are cliches in the west to sell holidays,
chocolate bars fizzy drinks and even romance.
Typically, we envisage coconuts as brown cannonballs that, when opened, provide
sweet white flesh. But we see only part of the fruit and none of the plant from which they
come. The coconut palm has a smooth, slender, grey trunk, up to 30 metres tall. This
is an important source of timber for building houses, and is increasingly being used as
a replacement for endangered hardwoods in the furniture construction industry. The
trunk is surmounted by a rosette of leaves, each of which may be up to six metres long.
The leaves have hard veins in their centres which , in many parts of the world, are used
as brushes after the green part of the leaf has been stripped away. Immature coconut
flowers are tightly clustered together among the leaves at the top of the trunk. The flower
stems may be tapped for their sap to produce a drink, and the sap can also be reduced
by boiling to produce a type of sugar used for cooking .
Coconut palms produce as many as seventy fruits per year, weighing more than a
kilogram each. The wall of the fruit has three layers: a waterproof outer layer, a fibrous
middle layer and a hard, inner layer. The thick fibrous middle layer produces coconut
fibre, 'coir', which has numerous uses and is particularly important in manufacturing
ropes . The woody innermost layer, the shell, with its three prominent 'eyes', surrounds
the seed. An important product obtained from the shell is charcoal , which is widely used
in various industries as well as in the home as a cooking fuel. When broken in half, the
shells are also used as bowls in many parts of Asia.
Inside the shell are the nutrients (endosperm) needed by the developing seed. Initially,
the endosperm is a sweetish liquid, coconut water, which is enjoyed as a drink, but also
provides the hormones which encourage other plants to grow more rapidly and produce
higher yields. As the fruit matures, the coconut water gradually solidifies to form the
brilliant white , fat-rich, edible flesh or meat. Dried coconut flesh, 'copra', is made into
coconut oil and coconut milk, which are widely used in cooking in different parts of the
world, as well as in cosmetics. A derivative of coconut fat, glycerine, acquired strategic
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Reading
importance in a quite different sphere, as Alfred Nobel introduced the world to his
nitroglycerine-based invention: dynamite.
Their biology would appear to make coconuts the great maritime voyagers and coastal
colonizers of the plant world . The large, energy-rich fruits are able to float in water and
tolerate salt, but cannot remain viable indefinitely; studies suggest after about 110 days
at sea they are no longer able to germinate. Literally cast onto desert island shores,
with little more than sand to grow in and exposed to the full glare of the tropical sun ,
coconut seeds are able to germinate and root. The air pocket in the seed, created as the
endosperm solidifies, protects the embryo. In addition, the fibrous fruit wall that helped
,t to float during the voyage stores moisture that can be taken up by the roots of the
coconut seedling as it starts to grow.
There have been centuries of academic debate over the origins of the coconut. There
were no coconut palms in West Africa, the Caribbean or the east coast of the Americas
before the voyages of the European explorers Vasco da Gama and Columbus in the
late 15th and early 16th centuries. 16th century trade and human migration patterns
reveal that Arab traders and European sailors are likely to have moved coconuts from
South and Southeast Asia to Africa and then across the Atlantic to the east coast of
America. But the origin of coconuts discovered along the west coast of America by
• 6th century sailors has been the subject of centuries of discussion. Two diametrically
:ipposed origins have been proposed: that they came from Asia, or that they were native
·::, America. Both suggestions have problems. In Asia , there is a large degree of coconut
:rversity and evidence of millennia of human use - but there are no relatives growing
., the wild. In America, there are close coconut relatives, but no evidence that coconuts
are indigenous. These problems have led to the intriguing suggestion that coconuts
originated on coral islands in the Pacific and were dispersed from there.
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Test 3

Questions 1-8
Complete the table below.
Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the passage for each answer.
Write your answers in boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet.

THE COCONUT PALM
Part
trunk

Uses

Description

up to 30 metres

timber for houses and the making of

1 ..............................

...........

leaves

up to 6 metres long

to make brushes

flowers

at the top of the trunk

stems provide sap, used as a drink or a
source of 2 ...........................................

fruits

outer layer
middle layer (coir fibres)

used for 3 ........ ................................. , etc.

inner layer (shell)

a source of 4 . ........................................
(when halved) for 5 ............................. ·········

coconut water

a drink
a source of 6 ... ...................................... for other
plants

coconut flesh

oil and milk for cooking and
7 ........................................,..
glycerine (an ingredient in
8 ...........................................)
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Reading

.: ...estions 9-13
Y.: the following statements agree with the information given in Reading Passage 1?

- ooxes 9-13 on your answer sheet, write

TRUE

if the statement agrees with the information
if the statement contradicts the information
NOT GIVEN if there is no information on this
FALSE

Coconut seeds need shade in order to germinate .
.. ::

Coconuts were probably transported to Asia from America in the 16th century.

••

Coconuts found on the west coast of America were a different type from those
found on the east coast.

• 2 All the coconuts found in Asia are cultivated varieties.
3 Coconuts are cultivated in different ways in America and the Pacific.
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Test 3

READING PASSAGE 2
You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 14-26, which are based on Reading
Passage 2 below.

How baby talk gives infant brains a boost
A

The typical way of talking to a baby - high-pitched, exaggerated and repetitious - is
a source of fascination for linguists who hope to understand how 'baby talk' impacts
on learning. Most babies start developing their hearing while still in the womb,
prompting some hopeful parents to play classical music to their pregnant bellies.
Some research even suggests that infants are listening to adult speech as early
as 10 weeks before being born , gathering the basic building blocks of their family's
native tongue.

B

Early language exposure seems to have benefits to the brain - for instance, studies
suggest that babies raised in bilingual homes are better at learning how to mentally
prioritize information. So how does the sweet if sometimes absurd sound of infantdirected speech influence a baby's development? Here are some recent studies
that explore the science behind baby talk.

C

Fathers don't use baby talk as often or in the same ways as mothers - and that's
perfectly OK, according to a new study. Mark Van Dam of Washington State
University at Spokane and colleagues equipped parents with recording devices and
speech-recognition software to study the way they interacted with their youngsters
during a normal day. 'We found that moms do exactly what you'd expect and what's
been described many limes over,' VanDam explains. 'But we found that dads aren't
doing the same thing. Dads didn't raise their pitch or fundamental frequency when
they talked to kids.' Their role may be rooted in what is called the bridge hypothesis,
which dates back to 1975. It suggests that fathers use less familial language to
provide their children with a bridge to the kind of speech they'll hear in public. 'The
idea is that a kid gets to practice a certain kind of speech with mom and another
kind of speech with dad, so the kid then has a wider repertoire of kinds of speech to
practice ,' says VanDam.

D

Scientists from the University of Washington and the University of Connecticut
collected thousands of 30-second conversations between parents and their babies,
fitting 26 children with audio-recording vests that captured language and sound
during a typical eight-hour day. The study found that the more baby talk parents
used, the more their youngsters began to babble. And when researchers saw
the same babies at age two, they found that frequent baby talk had dramatically
boosted vocabulary, regardless of socioeconomic status. 'Those children who
listened to a lot of baby talk were talking more than the babies that listened to more
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Reading
adult talk or standard speech ,' says Nairan Ramirez-Esparza of the University of
Connecticut. 'We also found that it really matters whether you use baby talk in a
one-on-one context,' she adds. 'The more parents use baby talk one-on-one, the
more babies babble, and the more they babble, the more words they produce later
in life.'
Another study suggests that parents might want to pair their youngsters up so
they can babble more with their own kind . Researchers from McGill University
and Universite du Quebec a Montreal found that babies seem to like listening to
each other rather than to adults - which may be why baby talk is such a universal
tool among parents. They played repeating vowel sounds made by a special
synthesizing device that mimicked sounds made by either an adult woman or
another baby. This way, only the impact of the auditory cues was observed . The
team then measured how long each type of sound held the infants' attention. They
found that the 'infant' sounds held babies' attention nearly 40 percent longer. The
baby noises also induced more reactions in the listening infants, like smiling or lip
moving, which approximates sound making. The team theorizes that th is attraction
to other infant sounds could help launch the learning process that leads to speech.
'It may be some property of the sound that is just drawing their attention,' says
study co-author Linda Polka. 'Or maybe they are really interested in that particular
type of sound because they are starting to focus on their own ability to make
sounds. We are speculating here but it might catch their attention because they
recognize it as a sound they could possibly make.'

=

In a study published in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences , a total
of 57 babies from two slightly different age groups - seven months and eleven and
a half months - were played a number of syllables from both their native language
(English) and a non-native tongue (Spanish). The infants were placed in a brainactivation scanner that recorded activity in a brain region known to guide the motor
movements that produce speech. The results suggest that listening to baby talk
prompts infant brains to start practicing their language skills. 'Finding activation in
motor areas of the brain when infants are simply listening is significant, because
it means the baby brain is engaged in trying to talk back right from the start, and
suggests that seven-month-olds' brains are already trying to figure out how to make
the right movements that will produce words,' says co-author Patricia Kuhl. Another
interesting finding was that while the seven-month-olds responded to all speech
sounds regardless of language , the brains of the older infants worked harder at
the
motor activations of non-native sounds compared to native sounds. The study may
have also uncovered a process by which babies recognize differences between
their native language and other tongues.
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Test 3

Questions 14-17
Look at the following ideas (Questions 14-17) and the list of researchers below.
Match each idea with the correct researcher, A, B or C.
Write the correct letter, A, B or C, in boxes 14-17 on your answer sheet.

NB You may use any letter more than once.
14

the importance of adults giving babies individual attention when talking to them

15

the connection between what babies hear and their own efforts to create speech

16

the advantage for the baby of having two parents each speaking in a different way

17

the connection between the amount of baby talk babies hear and how much
vocalising they do themselves
List of Researchers

A

Mark VanDam

B

Nairan Ramirez-Esparza

C

Patricia Kuhl
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Reading

Questions 18-23
Complete the summary below.
Choose NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the passage for each answer.
Write your answers in boxes 18-23 on your answer sheet.

Research into how parents talk to babies
Researchers at Washington State University used 18 ......................................... , together with
specialised computer programs, to analyse how parents interacted with their babies
during a normal day. The study revealed that 19 ........................................... tended not to modify
their ordinary speech patterns when interacting with their babies. According to an idea
known as the 20 ......................................... , they may use a more adult type of speech to
prepare infants for the language they will hear outside the family home. According to the
researchers , hearing baby talk from one parent and 'normal' language from the other
expands the baby's 21 ........................................... of types of speech which they can practise.
Meanwhile, another study carried out by scientists from the University of Washington
and the University of Connecticut recorded speech and sound using special
22 .......................................... that the babies were equipped with . When they studied the babies
again at age two, they found that those who had heard a lot of baby talk in infancy had a
much larger 23 ........................................... than those who had not.

Questions 24--26
Reading Passage 2 has six paragraphs, A-F .
Which paragraph contains the following information?
Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 24-26 on your answer sheet.

24

a reference to a change which occurs in babies' brain activity before the end of their
first year

25

an example of what some parents do for their baby's benefit before birth

26

a mention of babies' preference for the sounds that other babies make
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Test3

READING PASSAGE 3
You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 27-40, which are based on Reading
Passage 3 below.

Whatever happened to the Harappan Civilisation?
New research sheds light on the disappearance of an ancient society

A

The Harappan Civilisation of ancient Pakistan and India flourished 5,000 years
ago, but a thousand years later their cities were abandoned. The Harappan
Civilisation was a sophisticated Bronze Age society who built 'megacities' and
traded internationally in luxury craft products, and yet seemed to have left almost
no depictions of themselves. But their lack of self-imagery - at a time when the
Egyptians were carving and painting representations of themselves all over their
temples - is only part of the mystery.

B

'There is plenty of archaeological evidence to tell us about the rise of the Harappan
Civilisation, but relatively little about its fall,' explains archaeologist Dr Cameron
Petrie of the University of Cambridge. 'As populations increased, cities were
built that had great baths, craft workshops, palaces and halls laid out in distinct
sectors. Houses were arranged in blocks, with wide main streets and narrow
alleyways, and many had their own wells and drainage systems. It was very much
a "thriving" civilisation .' Then around 2100 BC, a transformation began. Streets
went uncleaned, buildings started to be abandoned, and ritual structures fell out of
use. After their final demise, a millennium passed before really large-scale cities
appeared once more in South Asia.

C

Some have claimed that major glacier-fed rivers changed their course, dramatically
affecting the water supply and agriculture; or that the cities could not cope with an
increasing population, they exhausted their resource base, the trading economy
broke down or they succumbed to invasion and conflict; and yet others that climate
change caused an environmental change that affected food and water provision.
'It is unlikely that there was a single cause for the decline of the civilisation. But the
fact is, until now, we have had little solid evidence from the area for most of the key
elements,' said Petrie. 'A lot of the archaeological debate has really only been wellargued speculation .'

D

A research team led by Petrie, together with Dr Ravindanath Singh of Banaras
Hindu University in India, found early in their investigations that many of the
archaeological sites were not where they were supposed to be, completely altering
understanding of the way that this region was inhabited in the past. When they
carried out a survey of how the larger area was settled in relation to sources of
water, they found inaccuracies in the published geographic locations of ancient
settlements ranging from several hundred metres to many kilometres. They realised
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Reading
that any attempts to use the existing data were likely to be fundamentally flawed.
Over the course of several seasons of fieldwork they carried out new surveys,
finding an astonishing 198 settlement sites that were previously unknown.
E

Now, research published by Dr Yama Dixit and Professor David Hodell, both
from Cambridge's Department of Earth Sciences, has provided the first definitive
evidence for climate change affecting the plains of north-western India, where
hundreds of Harappan sites are known to have been situated. The researchers
gathered shells of Melanoides tuberculata snails from the sediments of an ancient
lake and used geochemical analysis as a means of tracing the climate history of
the region. 'As today, the major source of water into the lake is likely to have been
the summer monsoon, ' says Dixit. 'But we have observed that there was an abrupt
change about 4,100 years ago, when the amount of evaporation from the lake
exceeded the rainfall - indicative of a drought. ' Hodell adds: 'We estimate that the
weakening of the Indian summer monsoon climate lasted about 200 years before
recovering to the previous conditions, which we still see today.'

F

It has long been thought that other great Bronze Age civilisations also declined at
a similar time, with a global-scale climate event being seen as the cause. While it
is possible that these local-scale processes were linked, the real archaeological
interest lies in understanding the impact of these larger-scale events on different
environments and different populations. 'Considering the vast area of the Harappan
Civilisation with its variable weather systems,' explains Singh, 'it is essential that we
obtain more climate data from areas close to the two great cities at Mohenjodaro
and Harappa and also from the Indian Punjab.'

G

Petrie and Sing h's team is now examining archaeological records and trying to
understand details of how people led their lives in the region five millennia ago.
They are analysing grains cultivated at the time, and trying to work out whether
they were grown under extreme conditions of water stress, and whether they
were adjusting the combinations of crops they were growing for different weather
systems. They are also looking at whether the types of pottery used, and other
aspects of their material culture , were distinctive to specific regions or were more
similar across larger areas. This gives us insight into the types of interactive
networks that the population was involved in, and whether those changed.

H

Petrie believes that archaeologists are in a unique position to investigate how
past societies responded to environmental and climatic change. 'By investigating
responses to environmental pressures and threats, we can learn from the past to
engage with the public, and the relevant governmental and administrative bodies,
to be more proactive in issues such as the management and administration of
water supply, the balance of urban and rural development, and the importance of
preserving cultural heritage in the future.'
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Test 3

Questions 27-31
Reading Passage 3 has eight paragraphs, A-H .

Which paragraph contains the following information?
Write the correct letter, A- H, in boxes 27-31 on your answer sheet.
NB You may use any letter more than once.

27

proposed explanations for the decline of the Harappan Civilisation

28

reference to a present-day application of some archaeological research findings

29

a difference between the Harappan Civilisation and another culture of the same
period

30

a description of some features of Harappan urban design

31

reference to the discovery of errors made by previous archaeologists
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Reading

; uestions 32-36
:Omplete the summary below.

:11oose ONE WORD ONLY from the passage for each answer.
,'/rite your answers in boxes 32-36 on your answer sheet.

Looking at evidence of climate change
·'ama Dixit and David Hodell have found the first definitive evidence of climate change
="ecting the plains of north-western India thousands of years ago. By collecting the
!2 . ................................... of snails and analysing them, they discovered evidence of a
:."ange in water levels in a 33 ........................................... in the region. This occurred when
·-ere was less 34 ........................................... than evaporation , and suggests that there was an
1:xtended period of drought.
:,etrie and Singh's team are using archaeological records to look at 35 ..........................................
"'om five millennia ago, in order to know whether people had adapted their agricultural
:raclices to changing climatic conditions. They are also examining objects including
J6 ......................................... , so as to find out about links between inhabitants of different parts
::.= the region and whether these changed over time.
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Test 3
Questions 3 7-40
Look at the following statements (Questions 37-40) and the list of researchers below.
Match each statement with the correct researcher, A, B, C or D.
Write the correct letter, A, B, C

or D, in boxes 37-40 on your answer sheet.

NB You may use any letter more than once.

37

Finding further information about changes to environmental conditions in the region
is vital.

38

Examining previous patterns of behaviour may have long-term benefits.

39

Rough calculations indicate the approximate length of a period of water shortage.

40

Information about the decline of the Harappan Civilisation has been lacking.
List of Researchers

A

Cameron Petrie

B

Ravindanath Singh

C

Yama Dixit

D

David Hodell
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Writing

WRITING
WRITING TASK 1
·ou should spend about 20 minutes on this task.

The bar chart below shows the top ten countries for the production and
consumption of electricity in 2014.
Summarise the information by selecting and reporting the main features, and
make comparisons where relevant.
.'Jrrte at least 150 words.
Rank Country

Electricity

1 China

5,398
......,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5,322
4 ,099
3,866

2 United States
3 Russia

1,057
- - - 1,038

4 Japan

936.2
856.7

5 India

871
698.8

6 Canada
7 France
8 Brazil
9 Germany
10 Korea, Rep.

•

Production (billion kWh)

0

Consumption (billion kWh)
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Test3

WRITING T ASK 2
You should spend about 40 minutes on this task.
Write about the following topic:
Some people say History is one of the most important school subjects. Other
people think that, in today's world, subjects like Science and Technology are
more important than History.
Discuss both these views and give your own opinion.

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own
knowledge or experience.
Write at least 250 words.
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Speaking

SPEAKING

PART 1
-.,e examiner asks the candidate about him/herself, his/her home, work or studies and
c..-.,er familiar topics
EXAMPLE
\Aoney

When you go shopping, do you prefer to pay for things in cash or by card? [Why?]
Do you ever save money to buy special things? [Why/Why not?]
• Would you ever take a job which had low pay? [Why/Why not?]
• Would winning a lot of money make a big difference to your life? [Why/Why not?]

PART 2
Describe an interesting discussion you had as part of
your work or studies.
You should say:
what the subject of the discussion was
who you discussed the subject with
what opinions were expressed
and explain why you found the discussion interesting.

You will have to talk
about the topic for one
to two minutes.You
have one minute to
think about what you
are going to say.You
can make some notes
to help you if you wish

PART 3
Discussion topics:
Discussing problems with others

Example questions:
.'Vhy 1s it good to discuss problems with other people?
Do you think that it's better to talk to friends and not family about problems?
s 1t always a good idea to tell lots of people about a problem?

Communication skills at work
Example questions:
Nhich communication skills are most important when taking part in meetings
with colleagues?
What are the possible effects of poor written communication skills at work?
What do you think will be the future impact of technology on communication in
the workplace?
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Test 4
LISTENING
SECTION 1

Questions 1-10

Complete the notes below.
Write ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER for each answer.

Alex's Training
Example

Alex completed his training in ..

... 2014 ..

About the applicant:

At first, Alex did his training in the 1 ....................................... department.
Alex didn't have a qualification from school in 2 ....................................... .
Alex thinks he should have done the diploma in 3 ........................................... skills.
Age of other trainees: the youngest was 4 ..
Benefits of doing training at JPNW:

Lots of opportunities because of the size of the organisation.
Trainees receive the same amount of 5 .................................. as permanent staff.
The training experience increases people's confidence a lot.
Trainees go to 6 .

...

one day per month.

The company is in a convenient 7
Advice for interview:

Don't wear 8 .......
Don't be 9 ..........
Make sure you 10 ...
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Listening

SECTION 2

Questions 11-20

Questions 11- 16
Choose the correct letter, A, B or C.

The Snow Centre
11

Annie recommends that when cross-country skiing, the visitors should

A
B
C

12

What does Annie tell the group about this afternoon's dog-sled trip?

A

B
C
13

C

B

C

visit an old gold mine.
learn about unusual flowers.
climb to the top of a mountain.

The cost of accommodation in the mountain hut includes

A

B
C

16

All participants receive a medal.
The course is 4 km long.
Each team is led by a teacher.

On the snow-shoe trip, the visitors will

A

15

Those who want to can take part in a race.
Anyone has the chance to drive a team of dogs.
One group member will be chosen to lead the trail.

What does Annie say about the team relay event?

A
B
14

get away from the regular trails.
stop to enjoy views of the scenery.
go at a slow speed at the beginning.

a supply of drinking water.
transport of visitors' luggage.
cooked meals.

If there is a storm while the visitors are in the hut, they should

A
B
C

contact the bus driver.
wait until the weather improves.
use the emergency locator beacon.
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Test4

Questions 17-20
What information does Annie give about skiing on each of the following mountain trails?
Choose FOUR answers from the box and write the correct Jetter, A-F, next to
Questions 17- 20.
Information

A

It has a good place to stop and rest.

B

It is suitable for all abilities.

C

It involves crossing a river.

D

It demands a lot of skill.

E

It may be closed in bad weather.

F

It has some very narrow sections.

Mountain trails
17

Highland Trail

......................

18

Pine Trail

......................

19

Stony Trail

············"·'"''''

20

Loser's Trail
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Listening

SECTION 3
Questions

Questions 21- 30

21-26

Choose the correct letter, A, B or C.

Labels giving nutritional information on food packaging
21

What was Jack's attitude to nutritional food labels before this pro1ect?
A
B
C

22

Alice says that before doing this project,

A
B
C

23

more accessible.
more logical.
more comprehensive.

What surprised both students about one flavour of crisps?

A
B
C

26

the list of ingredients is shocking.
he will hesitate before buying pizza again.
the nutritional label is misleading.

Jack prefers the daily value system to other labelling systems because it is

A
B
C
25

she was unaware of what certain foods contained.
she was too lazy to read food labels.
she was only interested in the number of calories.

When discussing supermarket brands of pizza, Jack agrees with Alice that

A
B
C
24

He didn't read everything on them.
He didn't think they were important.
He thought they were too complicated.

The percentage of artificial additives given was incorrect.
The products did not contain any meat.
The labels did not list all the ingredients.

What do the students think about research into the impact of nutritional
food labelling?

A
B

C

It did not produce clear results.
It focused on the wrong people.
It made unrealistic recommendations.
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Questions 27 and 28
Choose TWO letters, A-E.

Which TWO things surprised the students about the traffic-light system
for
nutritional labels?

A
8
C

D
E

its widespread use
the fact that it is voluntary for supermarkets
how little research was done before its introduction
its unpopularity with food manufacturers
the way that certain colours are used

Questions 29 and 30
Choose TWO letters, A-E.

Which TWO things are true about the participants in the study on the traffic-lig
ht
system?
A
8
C
D
E

They had low literacy levels.
They were regular consumers of packaged food .
They were selected randomly.
They were from all socio-economic groups.
They were interviewed face-to-face.
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SECTION 4

Questions 31-40

-:Omplete the notes below.
,','rite ONE WORD ONLY for each answer.

The history of coffee
Coffee in the Arab world

There was small-scale trade in wild coffee from Ethiopia.
1522: Coffee was approved in the Ottoman court as a type of medicine.
1623: In Constantinople, the ruler ordered the 31 ....................................... of every
coffee house.
Coffee arrives in Europe (17th century)

Coffee shops were compared to 32 ........................................ .
They played an important part in social and 33 ................

changes.

Coffee and European colonisation

European powers established coffee plantations in their colonies
Types of coffee were often named according to the 34 ..
came from.

they

In Brazil and the Caribbean, most cultivation depended on
35 ...................................... .
In Java, coffee was used as a form of 36 ......................................... .
Coffee became almost as important as 37........................................... .
The move towards the consumption of 38 ........................................... in Britain did not
also take place in the USA.
Coffee in the 19th century

I.

Prices dropped because of improvements in 39 ......................................... .
Industrial workers found coffee helped them to work at 40 ......................................... .
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READING

READING PA SSAGE 1
You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 1-13, which are based on Reading
Passage 1 below

Cutty Sark: the fastest sailing ship of all time
The nineteenth centul) was a period of great technological development in Britain. and for
shipping the major changes were from wind to steam po\, er. and from wood to iron and steel.
The fastest commercial sailing\ esscls of all time\\ ere clippers. three-masted ships built to
transpon goods around the world. although some also took passengers. From the 1840s until
1869. \\ hen the Sm:z Canal opened and steam propulsion ,,as replacing sail, clippers dominated
world trade. Although man) were built. onl) one has sun hed more or less intact: Cully Sark.
nO\\ on displa) in C,reem\ ich. southeast London.
Clllty Sark·s unusual name comes from the poem Tam O 'Shan/er b) the Scottish poet Roben
Bums. Tam. a farmer. is chased b) a\\ itch called Nannie. who is wearing a ·cully sark' - an
old Scottish name for a short nightdress. The\\ itch is depicted in Cully Sark"s figurehead the
carving of a woman I) picall) at the front of old sailing ships. In legend. and in Bums·s poem.
\\ itches cannot cro~s water. so this was a rather strange choice of name for a ship.
Cully Sark was bui t in Dumbanon. Scotland. in 1869. for a shipping compan) owned b) John
Willis. To carry out construction. Willis chose a ne\\ shipbuilding firm. Scott & Linton. and
ensured that the contract \\ ith them put him in a VCI) strong position. In the end. the firm was
forced out ofbusincss. and the ship ,ms finished b) a competitor.

Willis·s compan) \,as acti,e in the tea trade bet\,cen China and Britain. ,,here speed could
bring shipo\, ners both profits and prestige. so C1111y Sark was designed to make the journey
more quick!) than an) other ship. On her maiden voyage. in 1870. she set sail from London.
carrying large amounts of goods to China. She returned laden with tea. making the joume) back
to London in four months. I lo,\ever. Cully Sark never lived up to the high expectations of her
O\\ner. as a result of bad winds and various misfortunes. On one occasion. in 1872. the ship and
a ri,al clipper. The,mopylae. left pon in China on the same day. Crossing the Indian Ocean.
Curry Sark gained a lead of o,er 400 miles. but then her rudder was SC\ erely damaged in storm)
seas. making her impossible to steer. The ship"s ere\\ had the daunting task of repairing the
rudder at sea. and onl) succeeded at the second attempt. Cully Sark reached London a week after
Thermopylae.
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Steam ships posed a growing threat to clippers. as their speed and cargo capacity increased. In
addition, the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869, the same year that Cully Sark was launched.
had a serious impact. While steam ships could make use of the quick. direct route between the
Mediterranean and the Red Sea, the canal was of no use to sailing ships, which needed the much
stronger winds of the oceans. and so had to sail a far greater distance. Steam ships reduced the
joumey time between Britain and China by approximately two months.
By 1878. tea traders weren ·1 interested in Cutty Sark. and instead, she took on the much less
prestigious work of carrying any cargo between any two ports in the world. In I 880. violence
aboard the ship led ultimately to the replacement of the captain with an incompetent drunkard
who stole the crew·s wages. He was suspended from service. and a new captain appointed. This
marked a turnaround and the beginning of the most successful period in Cuto· Sark·s working
life. transponing wool from Australia to Britain. One such journey took just under 12 weeks,
beating every other ship sailing that year by around a month.
The ship's next captain, Richard Woodget. was an excellent navigator. who got the best out of
both his ship and his crew. As a sailing ship. Cutty Sark depended on the strong trade winds of the
southern hemisphere. and Woodget took her funher south than any previous captain. bringing her
dangerously close to icebergs off the southern tip of South America. His gamble paid off. though.
and the ship was the fastest vessel in the wool trade for ten years.
As competition rrom steam ships increased in the 1890s. and Cutty Sark approached the end of
her life expectancy. she became less profitable. She was sold to a Ponuguese fi rm. which renamed
her Ferreira. For the next 25 years. she again carried miscellaneous cargoes around the world.
Badly damaged in a gale in 1922, she was put into Falmouth harbour in southwest England. for
repairs. Wilfred Dowman, a retired sea captain who owned a training vessel. recognised her and
tried to buy her, but without success. She returned to Portugal and was sold to another Portuguese
company. Dowman was determined, however, and offered a high price: this was accepted. and
the ship returned to Falmouth the following year and had her original name restored.
Dowman used Cutty Sark as a training ship, and she continued in this role after his death. When
she was no longer required. in 1954, she was transferred to dry dock at Greenw ich to go on
public display. The ship suffered from fire in 2007, and again, less seriously, in 2014. but now
Cutty Sark attracts a quarter of a million visitors a year.
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Questions 1-8
Do the following statements agree with the information given in Reading Passage 1?
In boxes 1-8 on your answer sheet, wnte
TRUE
FALSE
NOT GIVEN

1

if the statement agrees with the information
if the statement contradicts the information
if there is no information on this

Clippers were originally intended to be used as passenger ships.

2

Cutty Sari< was given the name of a character in a poem.

3

The contract between John Willis and Scott & Linton favoured Willis.

4

John Willis wanted Cutty Sark to be the fastest tea clipper travelling between the
UK and China.

5

Despite storm damage, Cutty Sark beat Thermopylae back to London.

6

The opening of the Suez Canal meant that steam ships could travel between Britain
and China faster than clippers

7

Steam ships sometimes used the ocean route to travel between London and China.

8

Captain Woodget put Cutty Sark at risk of hitting an iceberg

Questions 9- · 3
Complete the sentences below.
Choose ONE WORD ONLY from the passage for each answer.
Write your answers in boxes 9-13 on your answer sheet.

9

After 1880, Cutty Sari< carried
successful time

10

As a captain and ...

11

Ferreira went to Falmouth to repair damage that a

12

Between 1923 and 1954, Cutty Sark was used for

13

Cutty Sari< has twice been damaged by

as its main cargo during its most
, Woodget was very skilled.
... had caused.

in the 21st century.
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READING PASSAGE 2
you should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 14-26, which are based on Reading
passage 2 below.

SAVING THE SOIL
More than a third of the Earth's top fayer is at risk. fs there hope for our planet's
most precious resource ?

A

More than a third of the world 's soil is endangered, according to a recent UN report.
If we don't slow the decline, all farmable soil could be gone in 60 years. Since soil
grows 95% of our food, and sustains human life in other more surprising ways, that
is a huge problem.

B

Peter Groffman, from the Cary Institute of Ecosystem Studies in New York, points
out that soil scientists have been warning about the degradation of the world's soil
for decades. At the same time, our understanding of its importance to humans has
grown. A single gram of healthy soil might contain 100 million bacteria, as well as
other microorganisms such as viruses and fungi , living amid decomposing plants
and various minerals.
That means soils do not just grow our food, but are the source of nearly all our
existing antibiotics, and could be our best hope in the fight against antibioticresistant bacteria. Soil is also an ally against climate change: as microorganisms
within soil digest dead animals and plants, they lock in their carbon content, holding
three times the amount of carbon as does the entire atmosphere .. Soils also store
water, preventing flood damage: in the UK, damage to buildings, roads and bridges
from floods caused by soil degradation costs £233 million every year.

C

If the soil loses its ability to perform these functions, the human race could be in
big trouble. The danger is not that the soil will disappear completely, but that the
microorganisms that give it its special properties will be lost. And once this has
happened, it may take the soil thousands of years to recover.
Agriculture is by far the biggest problem. In the wild, when plants grow they remove
nutrients from the soil, but then when the plants die and decay these nutrients are
returned directly to the soil. Humans tend not to return unused parts of harvested
crops directly to the soil to enrich it, meaning that the soil gradually becomes
less fertile. In the past we developed strategies to gel around the problem, such
as regularly varying the types of crops grown, or leaving fields uncultivated for a
season.

D

But these practices became inconvenient as populations grew and agriculture had
to be run on more commercial lines. A solution came in the early 20th century with
the Haber-Bosch process for manufacturing ammonium nitrate. Farmers have been
putting this synthetic fertiliser on their fields ever since.
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E

.
me clear this wasn't such a bright idea.
But over the past few decades, it has _b ec\ s oxide into the atmosphere and
Chemical fertilisers can release _polluting_ m rolu asing nitrogen into rivers. More
excess is often washed awa~ wi_th t~e-ram, re: of fertilisers hurts the soil itself,
recently, we have found that mdiscnm_mateh us . they are supposed to nourish.
turning it acidic and salty, and degrading t e soi 1
r to this problem is Pius Floris, who started
h
ds and now advises some of the
One of the people looking for a s~1u ion
.
t
business
m
the
Net erIan ,
ou t running a ree-care
. th t the best way to ensure his trees
world's top soil scientists. He came to realise a
.
.
flourished was to take care of the soil, and has developed a ~ockt~il of benefic1~I .
· f ung1· an d humus* to do this · Researchers at the University
bact ena
ff rt·1· of Valladolid in
Spain r~cently used this cocktail on soils destroyed by years O e I iser overuse.
When they applied Floris's mix to the desert-like test plots, a good crop of plants
emerged that were not just healthy at the surface, bu_t had roots strong enoug~ to
pierce dirt as hard as rock. The few plants that grew m the control plots, fed with
traditional fertilisers, were small and weak.

F

However, measures like this are not enough to solve the global soil degradation
problem. To assess our options on a global scale we first need an accurate picture
of what types of soil are out there, and the problems they face. That's not easy. For
one thing, there is no agreed international system for classifying soil. In an attempt
to unify the different approaches, the UN has created the Global Soil Map project.
Researchers from nine countries are working together to create a map linked to a
database that can be fed measurements from field surveys, drone surveys, satellite
imagery, lab analyses and so on to provide real-time data on the state of the soil.
Within the next four years, they aim to have mapped soils worldwide to a depth of
100 metres, with the results freely accessible to all.

G

But this is only a first step. We need ways of presenting the problem that bring
it home to governments and the wider public, says Pamela Chasek at the
lnt_ern~tional l~stitute for Sustainable D~velopment, in Winnipeg, Canada. 'Most ,
scientists don t speak language that policy-makers can understand and vice versa.
C_hasek ~nd her colleagues ha~e ~r?posed a goal of 'zero net land 'degradation'.
Like the idea of_carbon neutrality, 1t 1s an easily understood target that can help
shape expectations and encourage action.
For _soils o~ the brink, that may be too late. Several researchers are agitating for
the 1r,:imed1a!e creation of protected zones for endangered soils. One difficulty
h~re 1~ d~fining what these areas should conserve: areas where the greatest soil
d1vers1~y is present? Or areas of unspoilt soils that could act as a future benchmark
of quality?
Whatever we do, if we want our soils to survive, we need to take action now.

• Humus: the Part of the soil formed from dead plant material
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Questions 14-17
Complete the summary below.
Write ONE WORD ONLY from the passage for each answer.
Write your answers in boxes 14-17 on your answer sheet.

Why soil degradation could be a disaster for humans
Healthy soil contains a large variety of bacteria and other microorganisms, as well
as plant remains and 14 ........................................... . It provides us with food and also with
antibiotics, and its function in storing 15 ........................................... has a significant effect on the
climate. In addition, it prevents damage to property and infrastructure because it
holds 16 ........................................... .
If these microorganisms are lost, soil may lose its special properties The main factor
contributing to soil degradation is the 17 ......................................... carried out by humans.

Questions 18-21
Complete each sentence with the correct ending, A- F, below.
Write the correct letter, A-F, in boxes 18-21 on your answer sheet.
18

Nutrients contained in the unused parts of harvested crops

19

Synthetic fertilisers produced with the Haber-Bosch process

20

Addition of a mixture developed by Pius Floris to the soil

21

The idea of zero net soil degradation

A

may improve the number and quality of plants growing there.

B

may contain data from up to nine countries.

C

may not be put back into the soil.

D

may help governments to be more aware of soil-related issues.

E

may cause damage to different aspects of the environment.

F

may be better for use at a global level.
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Questions 22-26
Reading Passage 2 has seven paragraphs, A- G.
Which section contains the following information?
Write the correct letter, A-G, in boxes 22-26 on your answer sheet.
NB You may use any letter more than once.

22

a reference to one person's motivation for a soil-improvement project

23

an explanation of how soil stayed healthy before the development of farming

24

examples of different ways of collecting information on soil degradation

25

a suggestion for a way of keeping some types of soil safe in the near future

26

a reason why it is difficult to provide an overview of soil degradation
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READING PASSAGE 3
You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 27-40, which are based on Reading
Passage 3 below.

Book Review
The Happiness Industry: How the Government and Big Business
Sold Us We/I-Being
By William Davies

' Happiness is the ultimate goal because it is self-evidently good. If we are asked why
happiness matters we can give no further external reason. It just obviously does matter.' This
pronouncement by Richard Layard, an economist and advocate of 'positive psychology',
summarises the beliefs of many people today. For Layard and others like him, it is obvious that
the purpose of government is to promote a state of collective well-being. The only question is
how to achieve it, and here positive psychology- a supposed science that not only identifies
what makes people happy but also allows their happiness to be measured - can show the way.
Equipped with this science, they say, governments can secure happiness in society in a way they
never could in the past.

It is an astonishingly crude and simple-minded way of thinking, and for that very reason
increasingly popular. Those who think in this way are oblivious to the vast philosophical
literature in which the meaning and value of happiness have been explored and questioned,
and write as if nothing of any importance had been thought on the subject until it came to their
attention. It was the philosopher Jeremy Bentham ( 1748-1832) who was more than anyone else
responsible for the development of this way of thinking. For Bentham it was obvious that the
human good consists of pleasure and the absence of pain. The Greek philosopher Aristotle may
have identified happiness with self-realisation in the 4th century BC, and thinkers throughout the
ages may have struggled to reconcile the pursuit of happiness with other human values, but for
Bentham all this was mere metaphysics or fiction. Without knowing anything much of him or the
school of moral theory he established - since they are by education and intellectual conviction
illiterate in the history of ideas - our advocates of positive psychology follow in his tracks in
rejecting as outmoded and irrelevant pretty much the entirety of ethical reflection on human
happiness to date.
But as William Davies notes in his recent book The Happiness /11d11stry, the view that happiness
is the only self-evident good is actually a way of limiting moral inquiry. One of the virtues of
this rich, lucid and arresting book is that it places the current cult of happiness in a well-defined
historical framework. Rightly, Davies begins his story with Bentham, noting that he was far
more than a philosopher. Davies writes, 'Bentham's activities were those which we might now
associate with a public sector management consultant'. In the l 790s. he wrote to the Home Office
suggesting that the departments of government be linked together through a set of 'conversation
tubes', and to the Bank of England with a design for a printing device that could produce
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being n:dclincd and treated us psych11iogirnl nmlmlics. In 11ddition, Dnvics shows how lhe
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of beh:1vio11iis111"'. was th:11 1111111:111 bei ngs could hc sh11pccl, or n111nip11iutcd, hy 1x,licymakcrs and
mam1gcrs. \Va1snn had no t'H ctunl b11sis for his view or h111111111 nction. When hc hccamc president
of 1hc Amcril::1n Psychological Assndntio11 in 1915. he 'had never even studied a single human
being': his research had been nmlim:cl 10 experiments 011 while rnls . Yet W11tson's reductive
model is now widely applkd. with 'bchnviour ciu,nge' becoming the goal of governmcn1s: in
l3iirnin, a 'Bchnviom Insights Tcn111' hus hecn estnhlishcd hy the government 10 study how people
can be encouraged, :11 minimum cost IO 1hc public pmse, 10 live in whnl arc considered IO be
socially desi1~1hle ways.

Modern ind11s1rinl societies appenr 10 need 1he possibilily or ever-increasi ng happi ness to
mo1iva1c 1he111 in their lalmurs. But wh111evcr ils intellectual pedigree, 1he icle11 that governments
should be responsible for pmnmling h11ppincss is always n 1hrcat to human freedom .

• 'b-Ohaviounsm': o brnnch of psychology which Is concornod with ob~orvnblo bohnvlour
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Reading

Questions 27-29
Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D.
Write the correct letter in boxes 27-29 on your answer sheet.
27

What is the reviewer's attitude to advocates of positive psychology?

A
B
C
D
28

They are wrong to reject the ideas of Bentham.
They are over-influenced by their study of Bentham's theories.
They have a fresh new approach to ideas on human happiness.
They are ignorant about the ideas they should be considering.

The reviewer refers to the Greek philosopher Aristotle in order to suggest that
happiness

A
B

C
D

may not be just pleasure and the absence of pain.
should not be the main goal of humans.
is not something that should be fought for.
is not just an abstract concept.

29 According to Davies, Bentham's suggestion for linking the price of goods to
happiness was significant because

A
B
C
D

it was the first successful way of assessing happiness.
it established a connection between work and psychology.
it was the first successful example of psychological research.
it involved consideration of the rights of consumers.
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Questions 30-34
Complete the summary using the list of words A-G below.
Wn'te the correct letter, A- G, in boxes 30-34 on your answer sheet.

Jeremy Bentham
Jeremy Bentham was active in other areas besides philosophy. In the 1790s he
suggested a type of technology to improve 30 ......................... ......... for different Government
departments. He developed a new way of printing banknotes to increase
31 .................... ........

... and also designed a method for the 32 .......

..................... of food. He

also drew up plans for a prison which allowed the 33 ...................................... of prisoners at all
times, and believed the same design could be used for other institutions as well. When
researching happiness, he investigated possibilities for its 34 ................................... , and
suggested some methods of doing this.

A

measurement

B

security

C

implementation

D

profits

E

observation

F

communication

G

preservation
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Reading

Questions 35-40
Do the following statements agree with the claims of the writer in Reading Passage 3?
In boxes 35-40 on your answer sheet, write
if the statement agrees with the claims of the writer
YES
if the statement contradicts the claims of the writer
NO
NOT GIVEN if it is impossible to say what the writer thinks about this

35

One strength of The Happiness Industry is its discussion of the relationship
between psychology and economics.

36

It is more difficult to measure some emotions than others.

37

Watson's ideas on behaviourism were supported by research on humans he carried
out before 1915.

38

Watson's ideas have been most influential on governments outside America.

39

The need for happiness is linked to industrialisation.

40

A main aim of government should be to increase the happiness of the population.
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Test 4

WRITING
WRITING TASK 1
You should spend about 20 minutes on this task.

The plans below show the layout of a university's sports centre now, and how
it will look after redevelopment.
Summarise the information by selecting and reporting the main features, and
make comparisons where relevant.
Write at least 150 words.

UNIVERSITY SPORTS CENTRE (present)
Gym

E
0

e
g'

g,
J::
"'
u

Outdoor
courts

I

I

(/)
(!)
0)

a

:,

co

Outdoor
courts

Reception

t
UNIVERSITY SPORTS CENTRE (future plans)
Gym

Changing
room

Sports
shop
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Writing

WRITING TASK 2
You should spend about 40 minutes on this task.
Write about the following topic:
In spite of the advances made in agriculture, many people around the world still
go hungry.
Why is this the case?
What can be done about this problem?

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own
knowledge or experience.
Write at least 250 words.
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Test 4

SPEAKING
PART 1
The examiner asks the candidate about him/herself, his/her home, work or studies and
other familiar topics.
EXAMPLE
Animals

•
•
•
•

Are there many animals or birds where you live? ptvhy/Why not?]
How often do you watch programmes or read articles about wild animals? ptvhy?]
Have you ever been to a zoo or a wildlife park? ptvhy/Why not?]
Would you like to have a job working with animals? ptvhy/Why not?]

PART 2
Describe a website you use that helps you a lot in
your work or studies.
You should say:
what the website is
how often you use the website
what information the website gives you
and explain how your work or studies would
change if this website didn't exist.

You will have to talk
about the topic for one
to two minutes.You have
one minute to think
about what you are
going to say. You can
make some notes to
help you if you wish.

PART 3
Discussion topics:
The internet

Example questions:
Why do some people find the internet addictive?
What would the world be like without the internet?
Do you think that the way people use the internet may change in the future?
Social media websites

Example questions.
What are the ways that social media can be used for positive purposes?
Why do some individuals post highly negative comments about other people on
social media?
Do you think that companies' main form of advertising will be via social media in the futur: ·
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Audioscripts

••¼ill
SECT ION 1
OFFICIAL:
WOMAN:
OFFICIAL:

WOMAN:
OFFICIAL:
WOMAN:
OFFICIAL:
WOMAN:
OFFICIAL:

Hello,_ Tourist Information Centre, Mike speaking, how can
I help you?
Oh, h1. I wanted to find out about cookery classes. I believe
there are some
one-day classes for tourists?
Well, they're open to everyone, but tourists are always welcom
e. OK, let me
give you some details of what's available. There are several
classes
. One very
popular one is at the Food Studio.
OK.
They focus on seasonal products, and as well as teaching
you how to cook
them, they also show you how t o ~ them.
Right, that sounds good. How big are the classes?
I'm not sure exactly, but they'll be quite small.
And could I get a ~ lesson there?
I think so ... let me check, yes, they do offer those. Though
in fact most of
the people who attend the classes find it's a nice way of
getting to know one
another.

Exampl e

Q1

Q2

WOMAN:

I suppos e it must be, yes.
And this compan y has a special deal for clients where they
offer a discoun t of
20 percent if you return for a further class.
WOMAN:
OK. But you said there were several classes?
OFFICIAL:
That's right. Anothe r one you might be interested in is Bond's
Cookery School.
They're quite new, they just opened six months ago, but
I've heard good things
about them. They concent rate on teaching you to prepare
w!t!xi food, and
they have quite a lot of speciali st staff.
WOMAN:
So is that food for people on a diet and things like that?
I don't know if I'd be
interested in that.
OFFICIAL:
Well, I don't think they particul arly focus on low calorie diets
or weight loss. It's
more to do with recipes that look at specific needs, like includin
g ingredients
that will help build up you r~ and make them stronger
, that sort of thing.
WOMAN:
I see. Well, I might be interested, I'm not sure. Do they have
a website I could
check?
OFFICIAL'.
Yes, just key in the name of the school - it'll come up. And
if you want to know
more about them, every Thursda y evening they have a ~
at the school.
It's free and you don't need to book or anything , just turn
up at 7.30. And that
might give you an idea of whethe r you want to go to an actual
class.
··-·-----.. ....______________······--······-------------------..----------------··································
OFFICIAL:

-

OFFICIAL:

WOMAN:
OfflCIAL:

Q3

Q4

Q5

Q6

···········-··············

OK, there's one more place you might be interested in. That's
got a rather
strange name, it's called The Arretsa Centre - that's spelled
Q7
A-R-R-E-T-S-A.
OK.
They've got a very good reputation. They do a bit of meat
and fish cookery but
they mostly specialise in vegetarian dishes.
QB
,
Right. That's certainl y an area I'd like to learn more about.
I ve got lots of
friends who don't eat meat. In fact, I think I might have seen
that school today.
Is it just by the market?
Q9
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Audioscripts
·ng their ingredients. They're
•
t
,
y problem gett1
That's right So they don t have an
. tw0 hour course in how o use a
1
•
ff
r
a
spec1a
.
·
right next door. And they a1so o e .
. them sharpening, chopping
knife. They cover all the different_skills - bu~:~ you'd need to check it was
techniques. It gets booked up quickly th0ug
available.
Right, well thank you very much. I'll go and ...

OFFICIAL'.

WOMAN'.

0 10

SECTION 2
Good evening everyone. My name's Phil Sutton, and I'm chairman of the Highways
Committee. We've called this meeting to inform members of the public about th e n~"':'
regulations for traffic and parking we're proposing for Granford. 111 start by summarising these
changes before we open the meeting to questions.
So, why do we need to make these changes to traffic systems in Gra~ford? \_'Veil, we're very
aware that traffic is becoming an increasing problem. It's been especially noticeable with the
Q11
increase in heavy traffic while they've been building the new hospital. But it's the overall rise
in the volume of traffic of all kinds that's concerning us. To date there's not been any increase
in traffic accidents, but that's not something we want to see happen, obviously.
We recently carried out a survey of local residents, and their responses were interesting.
Q12
People were very concerned about the lack of visibility on some roads due to cars parked
along the sides of the roads. We'd expected complaints about the congestion near the school
when parents are dropping off their children or picking them up, but this wasn't top of the list,
and nor were noise and fumes from trucks and lorries, though they were mentioned by some
people.
We think thes~ new traffic regulations would make a_lo_t of difference. But we still have a long
way to go. w ve managed to keep our proposals within budget, just, so they can be covered
by the ~ounc1I. But of course it's no good introducing new regulations if we don't have a way 013
of making sure that everyone obeys them, and that's an area we're still workin on with the
help of representatives from the police force.
g

7

•

- - • • H•• •••••• . . •

- • • • • • • • •••• OO•

••o o •

- - -• •

•

0 00 000 0 00 • • •

•

00 0

Q14

Q15
Q16

Q1 7
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Test 1
As far as disabled ddvers are concerned, at present they have parking outside the
supermarket, but lames also use those spaces, so we've got two new disabled parking
~ces on the sjde road up towards the bank. It's not ideal, but probably better than the
present arrangement.

~ also plan to widen the pavement on School Road. We think we can manage to get an
~ra half-metre on the bend 1ust before you get to the school on the same side of the road.

Q18

Q19

Finally, we've introduced new restrictions on loading and unloading for the supermarket so
Q20
Jorries will only be allowed to stop there before 8 am. That's the supermarket on School Road
_ we kept to the existing arrangements with the High Street supermarket.
OK. So that's aboutit. Now, would anyone .. .

SECTION 3
EMMA:
JACK:
EMMA:
JACK:

EMMA:
JACK:

EMMA:
JACK:
EMMA:

JACK:

We've got to choose a topic for our experiment, haven't we, Jack? Were you
thinking of something to do with seeds?
That's right. I thought we could look at seed germination - how a seed begins to
grow.
OK. Any particular reason? I know you're hoping to work in plant science
eventually ...
Yeah, but practically everything we do is going to feed into that. No. there's an
Q21
optional module on seed structure and function in the third year that I might do
so I thought it might be useful for that. If I choose that option, I don't have to do a
dissertation module.
Good idea.
Well, I thought for this experiment we could look at the relationship between seed
size and the way the seeds are planted. So, we could plant different sized seeds in
different ways, and see which grow best.
OK. We'd need to allow time for the seeds to come up.
022
That should be fine if we start now. A lot of the other possible experiments need
quite a bit longer.
So that'd make it a good one to choose. And I don't suppose it'd need much
equipment; we're not doing chemical analysis or anything. Though that's not really
an issue, we've got plenty of equipment in the laboratory.
Yeah. We need to have a word with the tutor if we're going to go ahead with it
though. I'm sure our aim's OK. It's not very ambitious but the assignment's only ten
percent of our final mark, isn't it? But we need to be sure we're the only ones doing Q23

it.
EMMA:

JACK:
EMMA:

JACK:
EMMA:
JACK:

Yeah, it's only five percent actually, but it'd be a bit boring if everyone was doing it.
Did you read that book on seed germination on our reading list?
The one by Graves? I looked through it for my last experiment, though (1 wasn't all
that relevant there. It would be for this experiment, though. I found it aU1te hard to
Q24
follow lots about the theory which I hadn't expected.
.
Yes, I'd been hoping for something more practical. It does include references to the
recent findings on genetically-modified seeds, though.
Yes, that was interesting.
I read an article about seed germination by Lee Hall.
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EMMA:

JACK:

EMMA:

JACK:

About seeds that lie in the ground for ages 1md only genninat e
after a fire~
That's the one. l knew a bit about it already. but not about this rese_
n rch. ~
025
analysis of figures comparing the times of tho fire'- and tho orooort,o
n of seeds that
germinated was done in a lot of detail - very jmoressiye.
Was that the article with the illustrations of early stages of plrmt
developm ent?
They were very clear.
l think those diagram s were in another article.

•••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••

EMMA:

JACK:

EMMA:

JACK:
EMMA:

JACK:
EMMA:

JACK:

••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••UO ••H••••••••••• •••••••••••
..•••••••••hoOOO

uo.

EMMA:

JACK:

OOoo

Anyway, shall we have a look at the procedure for our experime
nt? V\le'll need to
get going with it quite soon.
Right. So the first thing we have to do is find our seeds. l think
vegetabl e seeds
would be best. And obviously they mustn't all be the same size.
So how many
sorts do we need? About four different ones?
l think that would be enough. There'll be quite a large number of
seeds for each
one.
Then. for each seed we need to find out how much it weighs. and
also measure its
dimensions, and we need to keep a careful record of all that.
That'll be quite time-consuming. And we also need to decide how
deep we're
going to plant the seeds - right on the surface, a few millimetres
down, or several
centimetres.
OK. so then we get planting. po you think we can plant seyeml
seeds together in
the same plant pot?
No I think we need a different one for each seed.
Right. And we'll need to label lhem - we can use different coloured
labels. Then we
wait for the seeds to germinat e - I reckon that'll be about three
weeks, dependin g
on what the weather' s like. Then we see ii our plants have come
and wdte
down how tall they've grown.
Then all we have to do is look at our numbers, and see if there's
any relation
between them.
That's right. So ...

026

027
026

029

030

SECT ION 4
Hi. Today we're going to be looking at animals in urban environm
ents and I'm going to be
telling you about some research on how they·re affected by these
environments.
Now. in evolutionary terms, urban environments represent huge
upheavals, the sorts of
massive changes that usually happen over millions of years. And
we used to think that only a
few species could adapt to this new environment. One species
which is weH known as being Q31
highly adaptable is the crow and there'ye been yarjous studies
about how they monage to
learn new skills. Anothe~ succe~sful ~pedes is the pigeon because
they're nble to perch on
QS2
ledges on the wans of city bu1ld1ngs 111st hke they once perched
on cliffs by the sea.
But in fact, we' re now finding that these early immigrants were
just the start of a more general
moveme nt of animals into cities, and of adaptation by these animals
to city life. And one thlno Q33
that researchers are finding especially interesting is the speed
with which they'rn doing this we're not talking about gradual evolution here - these animals
ace changing fnst.
Let me tell you about some ?f the studies that_~ave been carried
out In this area. So, in the
University of Minne~ota. a b1olog1st called Emilie S~ell-Rood and
her colleogues looked ot
specime ns of urbanised small mammal s such as mice and gophers
that hod been collected
in Minneso ta. and that are now kept in museums there. And she
looked ot specimens thot
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Test 1
'lad been collected over the last hundred years, which is a very short time in evolutionary
terms. And she found that during that time these small mammals had expenenced a jump in
orain size when compared to rural mammals Now, we can't be sure this means they're more
ntelligent, but since the sizes of other parts of the body didn't change, 11 does suggest that
something cognitive was going on. And Snell-Rood thinks that this change might reflect the
cognitive demands of adjusting to city life - having to look in different places to find food for
example and coping with a whole new set of dangers
Then over in Germany at the Max Planck Institute. there's another b1olog1st called Catanna
Miranda who's done some experiments with blackbirds living in urban and rura. areas And
she's been looking not at their anatomy but at their behaviour So as you might expect, she's
found that the urban blackbirds tend to be quite bold - they're prepared to face up to a lot of
threats that would frighten away their country counterparts But there's one type of sjtuatIon
that does seem to frighten the urban blackbirds and that's anything new - anything they
haven't expenenced before. And 1f you think about 11. that's quite sensible for a bird living in
the City

Jonathan Atwell, in Indiana Urnvers1ty, Is looking at how a range of animals respond to urban
environments. He's found that when they're under stress their endocrine systems react by
reducmg the amount of hormones such as cortIcosterone mto their blood It's a sensibleseeming adaptation A rat that gets scared every time a subway train rolls past won't be very
successful
There's Just one more study I'd like to mention which is by Sarah Partan and her team, and
they've been looking at how squirrels communicate in an urban environment and they've
found that a routine part of their communication is carried out by waving their tails. You
do also see this in the country, but it's much more prevalent In cities, possibly because it's
effective In a noisy environment
So what are the long-term implications of this? One possibility Is that we may see completely
new soeC1es developing in cities But on the other hand its possible that not aII of these
adaptations will be permanent Once the animal's got accustomed to its new environment, 11
may no longer need the features it's developed.

034

035

036

037

038

039

040

So, now we've had a look ..
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••¼ill
SECTION 1
JIM

WOMAN
JIM

WOMAN
JIM

WOMAN
JIM

WOMAN.
JIM

WOMAN
J1M

WOMAN
JIM

WOMAN
JIM

WOMAN
JIM

WOMAN
J1M

WOMAN.
JIM

WOMAN
JIM

Hello. South City Cycling Club
I want to find out about Joining the club
Oh. hi. Er
Right I can help you there I'm the club secretary and my name's JIm Hunter
Oh, h1 Jim
So. are you interested in membership for yourself?
Thats nght
OK. Well there are basically two types of adult membership If you're pretty serious
about cycling, there·s the Full membership That costs 260 dollars and that covers
you not just tor ordmary cycling but also for races both here ID the city and also in

Example

01

other parts of Australia
Right Well I'm not really up to that standard . I was more interested in Just Joining a
group to do some cycling in my free time
Sure That~ why most people join. So, in that case you'd be better with the
Recreatiom1I membership That's 108 dollars if you're over 19 and 95 dollars 1f
you· re under
I'm 25
OK. Its paid quarterly. and you can upgrade 11 later to the Full membership 1f
02
you want to. of course Now both types of membership include the club fee of 20
dollars Tht/Y also provide insurance in case you have an acetdent though we hope
you won't need that, of course.
No OK well. I'll go with the Recreallonal membership, I think. And that allows me
to Join in thP. club acbv1t1es. and so on?
Thats nght And once you·re a member of the club. you·re also permitted to wear
our kit when you're out cycling It's green and white.
Yes. I've seen cyclists wearing 11 So can I buy that at the club?
No, its mace to order by a company in Bnsbane You can find them onhne theYre 03
called Jem1 That's J-E-R-R-I-Z. You can use your membership number to put in an
order on their website
OK Now can you tell me a bit about the rides I can do?
Sure So we have training ndes pretty well every morning and they're a really
good way of ImprovIng your cycling skills as well as your general level of fitness
but they·re different levels Level A Is pretty fast - you're looking at about 30 or 35
04
kilometres an hour If you can do about 25 kilometres an hour you'd probably be
Jevel...a. an• then level Care the novices. who stay at about 15 kilometres per hour
Right Well I reckon I'd be level B So, when are the sessions for that level?
05
There are a couple each week. They're both earty morning sessions There's one
on Tuesda ,s and tor that one you meet at 30 am and the meetmg 00Ints the
~ - to you know where that 1s?
Yes, it's quite near my home, in fact OK, and how about the other one?
06
That's on Thursdays It starts at the same time but they meet at the roam gate to
.tb.e...Qfil!s.
Is that the one Just past the shopping mall?
Thats ,t

s
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woMAN:

So how long are the rides?

JIM:

They're about an hour and a half. So, if you have . . ,
go to work. And the members often go som h a Job its easy to fit in before you
ew ere for coffee afterwards. so it's
quite a social event.

07

WOMAN:

OK. That sounds good. I've only just moved to th .
many people yet.
e city so I don't actually know
Well, it's a great way to meet people.
JIM:
woMAN: And does each ride have a leader?
Sometimes, but not always. But you don't reall need
JIM:
•
O
the ride support one another, anyway.
y
ne, th e group members on
\\\?MAN: How would we know where to go?
JIM:
If ou check the club website ou'II see that the rout ,
h • .
·
•
e '' r ac ride Is clearl
k d s
, • •
mar e • o you can Iust pnnt that out and take it along w·th
.,
' you. 1t s sImIlar from
one wee k to anoth er, but 11 s not always exactly the same
·
\\\?MAN: And what do I need to bring?
JIM:

\\\?MAN:

Q9

Well, bring a bottle of water, and your phone. You shouldn't use 1
·1 h"I
,
w I e you re
cycling, but have it with you.
Right.

JIM:

And in_winter, ii'~ well before sunrise when we set out, so you need to make sure
your bike's got lights.

WOMAN:

That's OK. Well, thanks Jim. I'd definitely like to join. So what's the best way of
going about it?
You can ...

JIM:

QB

Q10

SECTION 2
Thanks for coming everyone. OK, so this meeting is for new staff and staff who haven't been
involved with our volunteering projects yet. So basically, the idea is that we allow staff to give
up some of their work time to help on various charity projects to benefit the local community.
We've been doing this for the last five years and it's been very successful.
Participating doesn't necessarily involve a huge time commitment. The company will pay tor
eight hours of your time. That can be used over one or two days all at once or spread over
several months throughout the year. There are some staff who enjoy volunteering so much
they also give up their own free time for a couple of hours every week. It's completely up to
You. Obviously, many people will have family commitments and aren't as available as other
members of staff.
Feedback from staff has been overwhelmingly positive. _eecause they felt they were
~something really useful. nearly everyone agreed that yolunteerjng made_them feel
!!l.Qa.motivated at work They also liked building relationships with the people in the local
cornrnunity and felt valued
· by them. One or two people also sa,·d 1
·t was a good thing to have
0
n their CVs.
One p rt·
G Working Project This was aimed
at h ~ 1cularly successful pro!ect last year was the eI
Q r staff wer~ able to help them
imn~~~g unemployed people In the area get back to work. u d speaking wjth confidence
~their telephone skills such as writing down messages a_
• something many
~ l i a l customers, which they had found quite difficult. This ,shout even thinking about,
mployers look for in job applicants - and something we all do w,t
every day at work.

Q 11

Q12

Q13
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We've got an exciting new proJect starting this year Up until now, we've mainly focused
on proiects to do with education and training And we'll continue with our reading project In
schools and our work with local charities But we've also agreed to help out on a conservation Q 14
proIect in Redfern Parl< So 1f any of you fancy being outside and getting your hands dirty this
is the proJect for you
I also want to mention the annual D1g1tal Inclusion Day, which Is coming up next month. The
aim of this Is to help older people keep up with technology And this year instead of hosting
the event in our own training facility we re using the ICT suite at Hin College as 11 can hold
far more people

Q15

We've invited over 60 people from the Silver Age Community Centre to take part so we'll
need a lot of volunteers to help with this event
If you're interested in taking part please go to the volunteenng section of our website and
complete the relevant form We won't be providing any training for this but you'll be paired
with an experienced volunteer 1f you've never done 11 before. By the way dent forget to tell
your manager about any volunteering activities you decide to do
The participants on the D1g1tal Inclusion Day really benefited The maJQrity were In their
seventies, though some were younger and a few were even In their nineties! Quite a few
owned both a computer and a mobile phone but these tended to be outdated modeIs
They generally knew how to do simple things, like send texts, but weren't aware of recent
developments in mobile phone technology A few were keen to learn but most were gwte
d1sm1ssIve at first - :hey couldn't see the point of updating their skills But that soon changed
The feedback was very positive The really encouraging thing was that participants all
said they felt much more confident about usmg socIaI media to keep m touch with their
grandchildren. who prefer this form of communication to phoning or sending emails AJot
of them a Iso said pI aying online games would help them make new fnends and keep their
brams active They weren't that impressed with being able to order their groceries online. as
they liked going out to the shops, but some said 11 would come in handy 1f they were ill or the
weather was really bad One thing they asked about was using tablets for things like reading
newspapers - some people had been given tablets as presents but had never used them, so
that's something we'll make sure we include this time

016

Q17
Q 1a

Q19
Q20

SECTION 3
TUTOR
RUSS
TUTOR
Russ

TUTOR
Russ
TUTOR
RUSS

Ah
come In, Russ
Thank you
Now you wanted to consult me about your class presentation on nanotechnology you're due to give it in next week, aren't you?
Thats right And I'm really struggling I chose the topic because I dIdn t know much
about 11 and wanted to learn more, but now I've read so much about it, In a way
there's too much to say - I could talk for much longer than the twenty minutes I've
been allocated. Should I assume the other students don't know much and gIye them 021
a kind of general mtroduction or should I try and make them share my fascination
with a particular aspect?
You could do either. but you'll need to have it clear in your own mind.
Then I think I'll give an overv1ew.
OK Now one way of approaching this Is to work through developments in
chronological order
Uh-huh
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TUTOR
RUSS
IJTOR
Russ
TUTOR
RUSS
TUTOR

Russ

TUTOR

Russ
TUTOR
Russ
TUTOR

RUSS
TUTOR
RUSS
TUTOR

RUSS
TUTOR

RUSS
TUTOR

Russ
TUTOR

On the other hand, you could talk about the numerous ways that nanotechnology Is
being applied
You mean things like thin films on camera displays to make them water-repellent.
and additives to make motorcycle helmets stronger and lighter
Exactly Or another way would be to focus on its impact I• one particular area, say
medicine, or space exploration.
That would make it easier to focus Perhaps I should do that
I think that would be a good idea
Right How important Is it to include slides In the presentation?
They aren't essential, by any means And there's a danger of tailoring what you say
to fit whatever slides you can find VVhile it can be good to include sljdes you could
end up spending too long looking for suitable ones You might find it better to leave
~
.
I see. Another thing I was wondering about was how to start I know presentations
often begin with 'First I'm going to talk about this, and then I'll talk about ·hat', but I
thought about asking the audience what they know about nanotechnology
That would be fine 1f you had an hour or two for the presentation, but you might find
that you can't do anything with the answers you get. and 11 simply eats into the short
time that's available
So, maybe I should mention a particular way that nanotechnology is used to focus
people's attention
That sounds sensible
What do you think I should do next? I really have to plan the presentation today and
tomorrow
Well, 1nit1ally I think you should ignore all the notes you've made take a small piece
of paper, and write a single short sentence that ties together the whole presentation:
It can be something as simple as 'Nanotechnology Is already improving our lives
Then start planning the content around that You can always modify that sentence
later 1f you need to
OK
OK. now let's think about actually gIvIng the presentation. You've only given one
before, 1f I remember correctly, about an experiment you'd been involved In
That's right. It was pretty rubbish I
Let's say It was better in some respects than in others With regard to the structure
felt that you ended rather abruptly without rounding it off Be careful not to do that In
next week's presentation
OK
And you made very little eye contact with the audience because you were looking
down at your notes most of the lime You need to be looking at the audience and only
occasionally glancing at your notes
Mmm
Your body language was a little odd. Every time you showed a slide. you turned your
back on the audience so you could look at 11- you should have been looking at your
laptop And you kept scratching your head so I found myself wondering when you
were next going to do that instead of listening to what you were saying I
Oh dear What did you think of the language? I knew that not everyone was familiar
with the subject. so I tried to make It as simple as I could
Yes, that came across You used a few words that are specific to the field but you
always explained what they meant so the audience wouldn't have had any difficulty
understanding
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Q24

Q25

Q26
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028

Q29
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RUSS

TUTOR

RUSS
TUTOR
RUSS

TUTOR

Uh-huh.
I must say the handouts you prepared were well thought out They were a good
summary of your presentation which peopte would be able to refer to later on so
well done on that
Thank you
Well. I hope that helps you with next week's presentation
Yes It w1I Thanks a lot
I'll look forward to seeing a big improvement. then

Q30

SECTION 4
Today. we'll be continuing the series of lectures on memory by focusing on what 1s called
ep1sod1c memory and what can happen 1f this 1s not working properly
Ep1sod1c memory refers to the memory of an event or 'episode". Ep1sod1c memories allow us
to mentally travel back in bme to an event from the past Ep1sod1c memones mctude yanous Q31
details about these events tor example when an event happened and other mformabon such
as the locabon. To help understand this concept. try to remember the last time you ate dinner
at a restaurant The ab1hty to remember where you ate. who you were with and the items you
ordered are all features of an ep1sod1c memory
Ep1sod1c memory 1s distinct from another type of memory called semantic memory ~
Q32
the type of factua 1 memory that we have m common with everyone else - that 1s your general
knowfedge of the world To build upon a previous example, remembering where you parked
your car 1s an ex,,mple of ep1sod1c memory but your understanding of what a car 1s and
how an engine works are examples of semantic memory. Unlike ep1sod1c memory. semantic Q33
memory 1snt dependent on recalling personal exoenences
Ep1sod1c memory can be thought of as a process with several different steps of memory
processing. encoding, consohdabon and retneval.
The 1nit1al step 1s called encoding This involves the process of rece1v1ng and reg1stenng
information, which 1s necessary for creating memories of information or events that you
experience The degree to which you can successfully encode 1nforma11on depends on the
level of attention you a@ to an event white its actuaUy happemng Being distracted can
make effective encoding very difficult Encoding of episodic memones 1s also influenced by
how you process the event For example. 1f you were mtcoduced to someone caned Charlie
you might make the connection that your uncle has the same name Future recollect1on of
Charlie s name 1s much easier 1t you have a strategy to help you encode 1t
Memory consolioat1on, the next step 1n forming an ep1sod1c memory, 1s the process by which
memones of encoded 1nformat1on are strengthened. stab1hsed and stored to facilitate later
retrieval Consolidation 1s most effective when the information bemg stored can be linked to
an existing networl< of information. Consohdabon makes 1t possible for you to store memones
for later retneval indefinitely. Forming strong memories depends on the frequency with which
you try to retneve them Memories can fade or become harder to retrieve 1f they aren·t used
very often
The last step in forming episodic memones 1s called retneval, which 1s the conscious
recollecbon of ericoded informabon Retnev1ng 1nformabon from ep1sod1c memory depends
upon semantic, olfactory auditory and visual factors These help episodic memory retrieval
by actma as a prompt For example when recalling where you parked your car you may use
the colour of a s,gn close to where you parked You actually have to mentally travel back to
the moment you parked

Q34
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There are a wide range of neurological diseases and conditions that can affect episodic
memory. These range from Alzheimer's to schizophrenia to autism. An impairment of episodic
memory can have a profound effect on individuals' lives. For example, the symptoms of
schizophrenia can be reasonably well controlled by medication; however, patients' episodic
memory may still be impaired and so they are often unable to return to university or work.
Recent studies have shown that computer-assisted games designed to keep the brain active Q39
can help improve their episodic memory.
Episodic memories can help people connect with others for instance by sharing intimate
details about their past- something individuals with autism often have problems with This
may be caused by an absence of a sense of self. This is essential for the storage of episodic
memory, and has been found to be impaired in children with autism. Research has shown
that treatments that improve memory may also have a positive impact on children's social
development

Q40

One study looked at a ...
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SECTION 1
LINDA

MATT
LINDA

MATT
LINDA

MATT
LINDA

MATT
LINDA

MATT
LINDA

MATT
LINDA

MATT
LINDA

LINDA

MATT
LINDA

MATT
LINDA

MATT
LINDA·

MATT
LINDA

MATT
LINDA

MATT

Hello, Linda speaking
Oh h1 Linea This Is Matt Brooks Alex \Nh1te gave me your number He said you'd
be able to give me some advice about moving to Sanford
Yes. Alex did mention you How can I help?
Well, first of all - which area to live 1n?
Well. I live in OltllQn. which Is a really nice suburb - not too expensive and there's
a nice par!
Sounds good Do you know how much 11 would be to rent a two bedroom
flat there?
Yeah. you should be able to get something reasonable for~ pounds per month
That's what people typically pay You certainly wouldn't want to pay more than 900
pounds Trial doesn't include bills or anything
No That sounds alright I'll definitely have a look there Are the transport links easy
from where you live?
Well m very lucky I work In the city centre so I don·t have to use public transport
I go by bIke
Oh. I wish I could do that. Is 11 safe to cycle around the city?
Yes. I1's fine And It keeps me fit Anyway, dnv1ng to work In the city centre would
be a nightmare because there's hardly any parking And the traffic dunng the rush
hour can be bad
I'd be worKing from home but I'd have to go to London one or two days a week
Oh, thats perfect Getting to London Is no problem. There·s a fast train every
30 minutes which only takes 45 minutes
That's good.
Yeah. the train service isn't bad during the week And they run quite late at night
It's weekends that are a problem They're always doing engIneenng work and you
have to take a bus to Hadham and pick up the train there. which Is really slow But
other than that. Sanford's a great place to live I've never been happier
There are some nice restaurants In the city centre and a brand new cinema which
has only been open a couple of months There's a good arts centre too
Sounds liKe Banford·s got 11 all
Yesi We're really lucky There are lots of really good aspects to living here The
schools are good and the hospital here Is one of the best ,o the country. Everyone I
know who's been there's had a positive experience Oh. I can give you the name of
my dentist too 10 Bndge Street 1f you·re interested I've been going to him for years
and I've never had any problems
Oh, OK Thanks'
I'll find his number and send 11 to you
Thanks ·hat would be really helpful
Are you planning to vIsIt Sanford soon?
Yes My ..,.,fe and I are both coming next week We want to make some
appointments with estate agents
I could meet you 1f you like and show you around
Are you sure? We'd really appreciate that
Either a Tuesday or Thursday 1s good for me after 30
Thursda· ·s preferable - Tuesday I need to get home before 6 pm
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SECTIO N 3
TUTOR

JIM
TUTOR

JIM

TUTOR

JIM

TUTOR

JIM

TUTOR

J1M

OK. Jim You wanted to see me about your textile design proiect
Thats right ·ve been looking at how a range of natural dyes can be used to colour
fabrics like cc,tton and wool
Wny did you choose that topic?
Wei\, I got a ,at of useful ideas from the museum, you know at that exh1b1tton of
textiles But I've always been interested in anything to do with colour Years ago,
021
I went to a carpet shop with my parents when we were on hohday ,n Turkey and I
remember ad the amazing colours
They might riot all have been natural dyes
Maybe not I,ut for the proiect I decided to follow 11 up And I found a great book
about a botanic garden In Cahfom1a that specialises in plants used for dyes
OK So. In your proiect, you had to include a practical investigation
Yeah. At firs: I couldn t decide on my variables I was going to Just look at one type of
fibre for example. like cotton
and see how different types of dyes affected 1t?
022
Yes Then I decided to roclude others as well so I looked at cotton and wool and

nvJ.on
TUTOR

JIM
TUTOR

JIM'

TUTOR

JIM'

TUTOR

JIM
TUTOR

JIM

TUTOR·

JIM
TUTOR·

TUTOR

JIM

TUTOR·

JIM

TUTOR

JIM

TUTOR

With just one type of dye?
Ya nous types including some that weren't natural. for companson
OK
So, I did the expenments last week. I used some ready-made natural dyes, I found a
website which supplied them they came in Just a few days. but I also made some of
my own,
That must have taken quite a bit of time
Yes, I'd thought it'd just be a matter of a teaspoon or so of dye, and actually that
wasn·t the case at all. Like I was using one vegetable, beetroot for a red dye and I Q23
had to chop up a whole pile of 11 So It all took longer than I'd expected
One poss1b1,ty 1s to use food colourings
I did use one. That was a yellow dye an art1fic1al one
Tartrazine?
Q24
Yeah I useo 1t on cotton first It came out a great colour but when I nosed the
I
but
nylon
on
out
1t
try
to
going
been
d
I
away
washed
just
matenal the colour
abandoned that idea
Were you worned about health issues?
Id thought 'it's a legal food colounng , it must be safe
Well, it can occas1onally cause allergic reactions I believe
So what natural dyes did you look at?
Well . one was turmeric The colour's great, it's a really strong yellow It's generally
used in dishes like curry
Q25
It's meant to be quite good for your health when eaten, but you might find tfi.no1.
gone
I1s
and
washes
few
permanent «hen 11 s used as a dye - a
Right I used beetroot as a dye for wool \Nhen I chop up beetroot to eat I always
Q26
end up with bright red hands but the wool ended up just a sort of watery cream
~ D1sappo1nbng
Theres a natural dye called Tynan purple Have you heard of that?
Yes It comes from a shellfish, and it was worn In ancient bmes but only by important
Q27
people as 1: was so rare I dtdn t use rt
It fell out of use centuries ago. though one researcher managed to get hold of some
recently But that shade of purple can be produced by chemical dyes nowadays
Did you usf' any black dyes?
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JIM
TUTOR

JIM·
TUTOR

JIM

TUTOR

JIM
TUTOR

Logwood. That was quite complicated. I had to prepare the fabric so the dye would
take.
I hope you were careful to wear gloves
Yes. I know the danger with that dye.
Good. It can be extremely dangerous if It's ingested. Now, presumably you had a
Q2B
look at an insect-based dye? Like cochineal, for example?
Yes. I didn't actually make that, I didn't have lime to start crushing up insects to get
the red colour and anyway they're not available here, but I managed to get the dye
quite easily from a website. But it cost a fortune. I can see why it's generally just
Q29
used in cooking, and In small quantities
Yes, it's very effective, but that's precisely why it's not used as a dye
I also read about using metal oxide. Apparently you can allow iron to rust while it's in
contact with the fabnc. and that colours 11
Yes, that works well for dying cotton But you have to be careful as the metal can
Q30
actually affect the fabric and so you can't expect to get a lot of wear out of fabrics
treated in this way And the colours are quite subtle, not everyone likes them
Anyway, it looks as 1f you've done a lot of work .

SECTION 4
Last week, we started looking at reptiles, including crocodiles and snakes Today, I'd like us to
have a look at another reptile - the lizard - and In particular, at some studies that have been
done on a particular type of lizard whose Latin name is tiliqua rugosa. This is commonly known
as the sleepy lizard, because it's quite slow in its movements and spends quite a lot of its time
dozing under rocks or lying in the sun.
I'll start with a general description. Sleepy lizards live in Western and South Australia, where
they're quite common. Unlike European lizards, which are mostly small, green and fastmoving, sleepy lizards are brown, but what's particularly distinctive about them Is the colour of
their tongue which Is dark blue. In contrast with the lining of their mouth which Is bnght pink.
And they're much bigger than most European lizards They have quite a varied diet including
insects and even small ammals but they mosUy eat plants of varying kinds.
Even though they're quite large and powerful, with strong Jaws that can crush beetles and snail
shells, they still have quite a few predators Large birds like cassowanes were one of the main
ones in the past, but nowadays they're more likely to be caught and killed by snakes. Actually,
another threat to their survival isn't a predator at all. but Is man-made - quite a large number of
sleepy lizards are killed by cars when they're trying to cross highways.

Q31
Q32

Q33

One study carried out by Michael Freake at Flinders University investigated the methods of
navigation of these lizards. Though they move slowly, they can travel quite long distances. And
he found that even if they were taken some distance away from their home territory they could Q34
usually find their way back home as long as they could see the sky - they didn't need any other
landmarks on the ground.
Observations of these lizards in the wild have also revealed that their mating habits are quite
unusual. Unlike most animals, 11 seems that they're relatiyely monogamous returning to the
same partner year after year. And the male and female also stay together for a long time,
both before and after the birth of their young

Q35

It's quite interesting to think about the possible reasons for this It could be that it's to do
with protecting their young - you'd expect them to have a much better chance of survival if
they have both parents around But in fact observers have noted that once the babies have
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hatched out of their eggs. they have hardly any contact with thejr parents. So, there's not
really any evidence to support that idea
Another suggestion's based on the observation that male lizards in monogamous
relationships tend to be bigger and stronger than other males. So maybe the male lizards
stay around so they can give the female lizards protection from other males. But again, we're
not really sure.

Q36

Q37

Finally, I'd like to mention another study that involved collecting data by tracking the lizards. I
was actually involved in this myself. So we caught some lizards in the wild and we developed Q38
a tiny GPS system that would allow us to track them and we fixed this onto their tails. Then
we set the lizards free again, and we were able to track them for twelve days and gather data,
not just about their location, but even about how many steps they took during this period.
Q39
One surprising thing we discovered from this is that there were far fewer meetings between
lizards than we expected - it seems that they were actually trying to avoid one another. So
Q40
why would that be? Well, again we have no clear evidence, but one hypothesis is that male
lizards can cause au1te serious injuries to one another so maybe this avoidance is a way of
preventing this - of self-preservation, if you like. But we need to collect a lot more data before
we can be sure of any of this.
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••¼ill
SECTION 1
MARTHA
ALEX
MARTHA
ALEX.
MARTHA
ALEX
MARTHA
ALEX

MARTHA
ALEX

MARTHA
ALEX
MARTHA
ALEX

MARTHA
ALEX
MARTHA
ALEX

MARTHA
ALEX

MARTHA
ALEX
MARTHA
ALEX

ALEX
MARTHA
ALEX

Hi Alex. It's Martha Clines here James White gave me your number I hope you
don't mind me calling you
Of course not How are you. Martha?
Good thanks I'm ringing because I need a bit of advice
Oh yeah. What about?
The training you did at JPNW a few years ago. I'm applying for the same thing.
Oh right Yes, I did mine m 2Q,11. Best thing I ever did I'm still working there
Really? I/I/hat are you doing?
Well, now I work in the customer services department but I did my 1nit1al training
in Finance I stayed there for the first two years and then moved to where I
am now.
That's the same department I'm applying for. Did you enjoy it?
I was pretty nervous to begin with. I didn't do well in my exams at school and I
was really worried because I failed Maths But It didn't actually matter because I
did lots of courses on the job
Did you get a diploma at the end of your trainee period? I'm hoping to do the one
m business skills
Yes. That sounds good I took the one on II skills but I wish I'd done that
one instead
OK, that's good to know I/I/hat about the other trainees? How did you get on
with them?
There were about 20 of us who started at the same time and we were all around
the same age - I was 18 and there was only one person younger than me, who
l/til.1l. The rest were between 18 and 20. I made some good fnends
I've heard lots of good things about the training at JPNW It seems like there are
a lot of opportunities there
Yeah, definitely. Because of its size you can work in loads of different areas
within the organisation
What about pay? I know you get a lower minimum wage than regula · employees
That's right - which Isn t great But you get the same number of days· holiday as
everyone else. And the pay goes up massively if they offer you a Job at the end
of the training penod
Yeah, but I'm not doing it for the money - it's the experience I think will be really
useful Everyone says by the end of the year you gain so much confidence
You're right That's the most useful part about It There's a lot of variety too
You're given lots of different things to do. I enJoyed 11 all - I didn't even mind
the studying
Do you have to spend any lime in college?
Yes. one day each month So you get lots of support from both your .utor and
your manager
That's good And the company is easy to get to, isn't it?
Yes, it's very close to the train station so the locations a real advantage.

Example
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

Q6

Q7

Have you got a date for your IntervIew yet?
Yes, it's on the 23rd of this month.
So long as you're well prepared there's nothing to worry about Everyone's very
friendly
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MARTHA

ALEX
MARTHA
ALEX

I am not sure what I should wear. What do you think?
Nothing too casual - hke 1eans. for example If you've got a nice jacket, wear that QB
with a skirt or trousers
OK Thanks Any other bps?
Erm. w>!II I know ,ts really obvious but arrive jn Plenty of time They hate people 09
who artJ late So make sure you know exactly where you have to get to ~ Q10
other useful pjece of advice my manager told me before I had the 1 terv1ew for
this 1Qb - 1s to smile Even 1f you feel temfied It makes people respond better
to you
I'll have to pracbse doing that 1n the mirror'
Yeah - well. good luck Let me know 1f you need any more 1nformat1on
Thanks very much

•

MARTHA

ALEX
MARTHA

SECTION 2
H1 everyone. welcorne to the Snow Centre My name·s Annie I hope you enJoyed the bus
tnp from the airport -we·ve certainly got plenty of snow today! Well, you've come to New
Zealand s premier snow and ski centre, and we've a whole load of acbv1ties for you dunng
your week here
Most visitors come here for the cross-country sk11ng, where you're on fairly flat ground for
most of the bme. rather than going down steep mountains,des There are marl<ed tra,!s but
you can also leave these and go off on your own and thats an expenence not to be missed
You can go at your own speed - ,ts great aerobic exercise ,f you really push yourself, or 1f
you prefer you cal" just glide gently along and enJoy the beautiful scenery
This afternoon. you'll be going on a dog-sled tnp You may have seen our dogs on TV
recently racing in tne winter sled festival. If you want you can have your own team for the
afternoon and learn how to dnye them. following behind our leader on the trail Or 1f you'd
prefer, you can Just sit back 1n the sled and enJoy the nde as a passenger

Q11

012

At the weekend . we have the team relay event. and you're all welcome to Join in. We have a
local school coming along, and a lot of the teachers are taking part too , Part1cipabon rather
than winning ,s the main focus. and theres a medal for eyeryone who takes part Part1c1pants Q13
are 1n teams of two to four, and each team must complete four laps of the course
For your final exped1bon, you'll head off to Mount Frenner wearing a pair of special snow
shoes which allov. you to walk on top of the snow This 1s an area where miners once
searched for gold though there are very few traces of their work left now When the snow
melts 1n summer the mountain slopes are carpeted 1n flowers and plants Its a long ascent,
though not too steep and walkers generally take a couple of days to get to the summit
and return
You'll spend the night In our hut half-way up the mountain Thats included in your package
for the stay. Its got cooking facthbes firewood and water for dnnk1ng For washing. we
recommend you .Jse melted snow though. to conserve supplies We can take your luggage
up on our snowmobile for you for Just ten dollars a person, The hut has cooking fac1ht1es so
you can make a hot meal 1n the evening and morning. but you need to take your own food
The weather on Mount Frenner can be very stormy lo that case stay ID the hut -generally
the storms don·t last long Don·t stress about getting back here to the centre in time to catch
the airport bus - they'll probably not be running anyway We do have an emergency locator
beacon in the hut but only use that 1f its a real emergency hke 1f someones Ill or 1niured

Q14

Q15

016
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Now, let me tell you something about the different ski trails you can follow during your
stay here.
Highland Trail's directly accessible from where we are now. This !rail's been designed to g1ye
first-timers an experience they'll enjoy regardless of their age or skjll but it's also ideal for
experts to practise their techniaue.

017

Then there's Pine Trail ... if you're nervous about skiing, leave this one to the expertsI
You follow a steep valley looking right down on the river below - scary! But if you've fully
mastered the techniques needed for hills it's great fun.

018

Stony Trail's a good choice once you've got a general idea of the basics. There are one or
two tricky sections, but nothing too challenging. There's a shelter half-way where you can sit
and take a break and enjoy the afternoon sunshine.

019

And finally, Loser's Trail This starts off following a gentle river valley but the last part is quite
exposed so the snow conditions can be challenging - if it's snowing or windy, check with us
before you set out to make sure the !rail's open that day.

020

Right, so now if you'd like to follow me, we'll get started ...

SECTION 3
JACK:
ALICE:

JACK·

ALICE:

JACK·
ALICE·

JACK:
ALICE:
JACK:

ALICE:

JACK:

ALICE:

JACK.
ALICE:

JACK:

I've still got loads to do for our report on nutritional food labels.
Me too. What did you learn from doing the project about your own shopping habits?
Well, I've always had to check labels for traces of peanuts in everything I eat because
of my allergy. But beyond that I've never really been concerned enough to check how
healthy a product is.
This project has actually taught me to read the labels much more carefully. I tended to
believe claims on packaging like 'low in fat' But I now realise that the 'healthy' yoghurt
I've bought for years is full of sugar and that it's actually quite high in calories.
Ready meals are the worst ... comparing the labels on supermarket pizzas was a real
eye-opener. Did you have any idea how many calories they contain? I was amazed.
Yes, because unless you read the label really carefully you wouldn't know that the
nutribonal values given are for half a pizza.
When most people eat the whole pizza. Not exactly transparent is it?
Not at all. But I expect it won't stop you from buying pizza?
Probably not, no! I thought comparing the different labelling systems used by food
manufacturers was interesting I think the kind of labelling system used makes a big
difference.
Which one did you prefer?
I liked the traditional daily value system best - the one which tells you what proportion
of your required daily intake of each ingredient the product contains. I'm not sure it's
the easiest for people to use but at least you get the full story. I like to know all the
ingredients in a product - not just how much fat, salt and sugar they contain.
But it's good supermarkets have been making an effort to provide reliable information
for customers.
Yes. There just needs to be more consistency between labelling systems used by
different supermarkets, in terms of portion sizes, etc.
Mmm. The labels on the different brands of chicken flavour crisps were quite revealing
too, weren't they?
Yeah. I don't understand how they can get away with calling them chicken flavour
when they only contain artificial additives.

021
022

023

024

025
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ALICE

JACK
ALICE

JACK
ALICE

JACK

JACK
ALICE

JACK
ALICE

JACK
ALICE

JACK
ALICE

JACK
ALICE

JACK
ALICE

JACK
ALICE

I know rd at feast have expected them to contain a sman percentage of real chicken
Absolutely
I think havin,: nutnt1onal food labeling has been a good idea don·t you? I think it will
change peopIe·s behavtour and stop mothers. In particular, buying the wrong things
But didn't that study kind of prove the opposite? People didn't necessarily stop buying
unhealthy products
They only sa,d that might be the case Those findings weren't that concfys1ve and It
was quite a small-scale study I think more research has to be done
Yes. I think you·re probably nght

026

-------- ... --· -

\Nhat do you think of the traffic-light system?
I think super'llarkets like the idea of hav•ng a colour-coded system - red, orange or
green - for levels of fat. sugar and salt in a product
But its not been adopted universaHy. And not on all products \Nhy do you suppose
that is?
Pressure from the food manufacturers Hardly surpnsIng that some of them are
opposed to flagging up how unhealthy their products are
I'd have thought It would have been compulsory It seems nd1culous It isn't
I know And what I coufdn t get over is the fact that It was brought I without enough
consultation - a lot of experts had deep reservations about 11
That Is a bit weird I suppose theres an argument for doing the research now when
consumers are familiar with this system.
Yeah, maybt
The partIcIpants In the survey were quite positive about the traffic-light system
Mmm. But I don t think they targeted the right people They should have focused on
people with low literacy levels because these labels are designed to be accessible to
them
Yeah But it's good to get feedback from an socio-economic groups And there wasn't
much variabon in their responses
No. But 11 they hadn't inte1V1ewed part1cIoants face-to-face they could have used a
much bigger sample size I wonder why they chose that method?
Dunno How were they selected? Did they volunteer or were they approached?
I think they volunteered The thing that wasn't stated was how often they bought
packaged food - all we know Is how frequently they used the supermarket

027 & 028

•

029 & 030

SECTION 4
In my presentabon m going to talk about coffee. and its importance both In economic and
social terms We think 11 was first drunk in the Arab world but theres hardly any documentary
evidence of 11 before the 1500s. although of course that doesn't mean that people didn't know
about 11 before then
However. there Is evidence that coffee was originally gathered from bushes growing wild
in Eth1op1a in the northeast of Africa In the early sixteenth century. 11 was being bought by
traders. and gradually its use as a dnnk spread throughout the Middle East Its also known
that In 1522. In the Turkish city of Constantinople. which was the centre of the Ottoman
Empire. the court pI,ysIcian approved its use as a medicine
By the m1d-1500s. coffee bushes were being cultivated In the Yemen and for the next
hundred years this ·eg,on produced most of the coffee drunk ,n Africa and the Arab world
\Nhals particularly interesting about coffee is its effect on social life It was rarely drunk al
home. but instead people went to coffee houses to drink ii These people, usually men, would
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meet to dnnk coffee and chat about issues of the day But at the time. this chance to share
ideas and opinions was seen as something that was potenttally dangerous and l!l...1fil
031
the ruler of Constantmop1e demanded the destruction of all the coffee houses 10 the qty.
although after his death many new ones opened and coffee consumption continued In the
seventeenth century, coffee drinking spread to Europe, and here too coffee shops became
032
places where ordinary people nearly always men could meet to exchange ideas Because
of this some people said that these places performed a s1m11ar tunct100 to urnyers1bes The
opportunity they provided for people to meet together outside their own homes and to discuss
the topics of the day had an enormous impact on social life and many soCJa. movements and 033
political developments had their origins in coffee house d1scuss1ons
In the late 1600s, the Yemeni monopoly on coffee production broke down and coffee
production started to spread around the world. helped by European colonisat,on. Europeans
set up coffee plantations In Indonesia and the Caribbean and production of coffee in the
colonies skyrocketed Different types of coffee were produced in different are;_is and ft
interesting that the names given to these different types like Mocha or Java coffee were
often taken from the port they were shipped to Europe from But 11 you look at the labour
system In the different colonies. there were some significant differences

lo Brazil and the vanous Caribbean co10• Ies coffee was grown in huge plantations and the
workers there were almost au s1ayes But this wasn't the same in all colonies, for example
in Java which had been colonised by the Dutch the peasants grew coffee and passed
a proooct,on of this on to the Dutch so 11 was used as a means of taxation But whatever
system was used. under the European powers of the eighteenth century, coffee production
was very closely linked to colonisauon Coffee was grown in eyer-mcreasjng auantitjes
to sattsfy the growing demand from Europe and 11 became nearly as important as sugar
production, which was grown under very similar conditions However coffee prices were
not yet low enough for people to drink 11 regularly at home so most coffee consumption sttll
took place in pubhc coffee houses and 11 sttll remained something of a luxury item In Britain.
however, a new dnnk was introduced from China. and started to become popular gradually
taking over from coffee, although at first it was so expensive that only the upper classes could
afford 1t This was tea. and by the late 1700s 11 was being widely drunk. However when the
USA gamed mdependence from Bnta1n in 1776. they identified this dnnk WJlh Bnta1n. and
coffee remained the preferred drink IQ the USA. as it sttll Is today

034

035
036
037

038

So. by the early nineteenth century, coffee was already being widely produced and
consumed But during this century. production boomed and coffee prices started to fall Ill!s... 039
was partly because new types of transportation had been developed which were cheaper and
more efficient. So now, working people could afford to buy coffee - it wasn'tiust a dnnk for
the middle classes. And this was at a time when large parts of Europe were starting to work 1n
industries And sometimes this meant their
didn't stop when 11 got dads they mjaht have 040
to continue throughout the night So. the use of coffee as a stimulant became important - 11
wasn't just a dnnk people drank in the morning for breakfast

wons

There were also changes

in

culltvatton
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••¾ill
LISTENING
Section 1, Questions 1-10
1 choose
2
pnvate
3
20 I twenty percent
4
healthy
5
bones
6
lecture
Arretsa
7
8

9
10

vegetarian
market
knife

Section 3, Questions 21-30
21 A
22 C
23 B
24 C
25 B
26 G
27 C
28

29
30

Section 2, Questions 11-20
11 B
12 C
13 B
14 E
15 D
16 B
17 G
18 C
19 H
20 I

H
A
E

Section 4, Questions 31-40
31 crow
32 cliffs
33 speed
34 brain(s)
35 food
36 behaviour(s) / behavior(s)
37 new
38 stress
39 tail(s)
40 permanent

If you score ...

I

0-16

17-25

you are unlikely to get an
acceptable score under
examination cond1t1ons and
we recommend that you spend
a lot of time improving your
English before you take IELTS

you may get an acceptable
score under examination
conditions but we recommend
that you think about having
more practice or lessons
before you take IELTS

I

I 26-40
1

I

you are likely to get an
acceptable score under
examination conditions but
remember that different
inst1tut1ons will find different
scores acceptable.
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••¾ill
READING
Reading Passage 1,
Questions 1-13
update
1
2 environment
3 captain
films
4
5 season
accommodation
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13

20 E
21 B
22 D
23 A
24 focus
25 pleasure
26 curiosity

blog
FALSE
NOT GIVEN
FALSE
TRUE
NOT GIVEN
TRUE

Reading Passage 3,
Questions 27-40
27 B
28 C
29 C
30 D
31 A
32 D
33 A
34 E
35 C
36 G
37 B
38 YES
39 NOT GIVEN
40 NO

Reading Passage 2,
Questions 14-26
14 iv
15 vi
16 i
17 V
18 VIII
19 iii
If you score .. .
0-16

17-25

26-40

you are unlikely to get an
acceptable score under
examination conditions and
we recommend that you spend
a lot of time improving your
English before you take IELTS

you may get an acceptable
score under examination
conditions but we recommend
that you think about having
more practice or lessons
before you take IELTS

you are likely to get an
acceptable score under
examination conditions but
remember that different
institutions will find different
scores acceptable
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••Jill
LISTENING
Section 1, Questions 1-10

Section 3, Questions 21-30

1
2

21
22

B
A

23

C
C

3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10

races
insurance
Jerriz
25 I twenty-five
stadium
park
coffee
leader
route
lights

24

25 A
26 A
27
28
29

C
D
G

30

B

Section 2, Questions 11-20

Section 4, Questions 31-40

11
12
13

C
8
C

31

14

B

15

8

16 A
17&18

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

IN EITHER ORDER

C
E

19&20 IN EITHER ORDER

location
world
personal
attention
name
network
frequency
colour I color
brain
self

B
D

If you score ...
0-17
you are unlikely to get an
acceptable score under
examination cond1t1ons and
we recommend that you spend
a lot of bme improving your
. English before you take IELTS

I

18-26

27-40

you may get an acceptable
score under examination
conditions but we recommend
that you think about having
more practice or lessons
before you take IELTS .

you are likely to get an
acceptable score under
examination conditions but
remember that different
institutions will find different
scores acceptable.
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••¼iii
READING
Reading Passage 1,
Questions 1-13
1 oils
2
friendship
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

funerals
wealth
indigestion
India
camels
Alexandria
Venice
TRUE
FALSE
NOT GIVEN
FALSE

17

animals
childbirth
placebo
game
strangers
names

Reading Passage 3,
Questions 27-40
27 D
28 C
29 A
30 D
31 D
32 D
33 C
34 B
35 A
36 C
37 A
38 B
39 C
40 D

Reading Passage 2,
Questions 14-26
14 B
15 F
16 B

18
19

C

E
A
B

If you score ...
0--15

16-23

24--40

you are unlikely to get an
acceptable score under
examination conditions and
we recommend that you spend
a lot of lime improving your
English before you take IELTS.

you may get an acceptable
score under examination
cond1t1ons but we recommend
that you think about having
more practice or lessons
before you take IELTS

you are likely to get an
acceptable score under
exam1nat1on conditions but
remember that different
institutions will find different
scores acceptable.
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Listening and Reading Answer Keys

••¼ill
LISTENING
Section 1, Questions 1-10
1

850

2
3

bike / bicycle
parking
30 / thirty
weekend(s)
cinema
hospital
dentist
Thursday
cafe

4

5

6
7
8

9

10

F

12 D
13 A
14
15

C

16

G

B

17&18

24

B

25
26
27
28

C
F

29
30

Section 2, Questions 11-20
11

Section 3, Questions 21- 30
21 C
22 A
23 A

D
A

E

Section 4, Questions 31-40
31 tongue(s)
32 plants
33 snakes
34 sky
35 partner(s)
36 contact

INEITHERORDER

37

C
19&20 IN EITHER ORDER

38
39
40

B

H

protection
tail(s)
steps
injury / 1niunes

B

D

If you score ...
0-17

18-26

27-40

you are unlikely to get an
acceptable score under
examination conditions and
we recommend that you spend
a lot of time improving your
English before you take IELTS

you may get an acceptable
score under examination
conditions but we recommend
that you think about having
more practice or lessons
before you take IELTS.

you are likely to get an
acceptable score under
examination conditions but
remember that different
1nst1tutions will find different
scores acceptable.
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Listening and Reading Answer Keys

lifill
READING
Reading Passage 1,
Questions 1-13
1 furniture
2 sugar
ropes
3
charcoal
4
bowls
5
hormones
6
7
cosmetics
dynamite
8
FALSE
9
10 FALSE
11 NOT GIVEN
12 TRUE
13 NOT GIVEN

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

bridge hypothesis
repertoire
(audio-recording) vests
vocabulary
F
A
E

Reading Passage 3,
Questions 27-40
27 C
28 H
29 A
30 B
31 D
32 shells
33 lake
34 rainfall
35 grains
36 pottery
37 B
38 A
39 D
40 A

Reading Passage 2,
Questions 14-26
14 B
15 C
16 A
17 B
18 recording devices
19 fathers / dads

If you score .. .
0-16

17-24

25-40

you are unlikely to get an
acceptable score under
examination conditions and
we recommend that you spend
a lot of time improving your
English before you take IELTS.

you may get an acceptable
score under examination
conditions but we recommend
that you think about having
more practice or lessons
before you take IELTS.

you are likely to get an
acceptable score under
examination conditions but
remember that different
institutions will find different
scores acceptable.
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Listening and Reading Answer Keys

li4ill
LISTENING
Section 1, Questions 1-10
1
Finance
2
Maths/ Math / Mathematics
3

business

4
5

17 / seventeen

6
7

8
9
10

hohday(s) I v; ,cation(s)
college
location
Jeans
late
smile

Section 2, Questions 11-20
11 A
12 B
13 A
14 C
15 A
16 B
17

B

18
19
20

D

A
E

Section 3, Questions 21-30
21 A
22 A
23 C
24 C
25 B
26 A
27&28 IN EITHER ORDER
B
C

29&30

IN EITHER ORDER

D
E

Section 4, Questions 31-40
31 destruction
32 universities/ university
33 political
34 port(s)
35 slaves / slavery
36 taxation
37 sugar
38 tea
39 transportation
40 mght

If you score ...

I~:~~e

:~:re unlikely to get an
::~:ay get an acceptable
acceptable score under
score under exam1nat1on
examination cond1'.1ons and
cond1t1ons but we recommend
we recommend that you spend that you think about having
a lot of time improving your
more practice or lessons
I English before you take IEL_TS_ ~b_e_fore _yo_u_ ta_k_e _lE_L_T_S_ _ _~

likely to get an
acceptable score under
examination conditions but
remember that different
1nst1tut1ons will find different
s_c_o_re_s_accep_ta_b_le_ _ __ ~
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Listening and Reading Answer Keys

••¼ill
READING
20 A
21 D
22 E
23 C
24 F
25 G
26 F

Reading Passage 1,
Questions 1-13
1 FALSE
2
FALSE
3 TRUE
4
TRUE
FALSE
5
6
TRUE
7
NOT GIVEN
8
TRUE
wool
9
10 navigator
11 gale
12 training
13 fire

Reading Passage 3,
Questions 27-40
27 D
28 A
29 B
30 F
31 B
32 G
33 E
34 A
35 YES
36 NOT GIVEN
37 NO
38 NOT GIVEN
39 YES
40 NO

Reading Passage 2,
Questions 14-26
14 minerals
15 carbon
16 water
17 agriculture
18 C
19 E
If you score ...

l

0-16

17-25

26--40

you are unlikely to get an
acceptable score under
examination conditions and
we recommend that you spend
a lot of time improving your
English before you take IELTS.

you may get an acceptable
score under examination
conditions but we recommend
that you think about having
more practice or lessons
before you take IELTS.

you are likely to get an
acceptable score under
examination conditions but
remember that different
institutions will find different
scores acceptable.
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Sample answers for Writing tasks
TEST 1 , WR IT ING TASK 1
SAMPLE ANSWER
This is an answer written by a candidate who achieved a Band 5.5 score Here is the
examiner's comment:
The candidate has identified all the key features (hospital, ring road, new public
car park, staff car park and bus station in 2010) but the descriptions are not always
accurate e.g two features that still remained. This two features are City Hospital
and staff car park) whereas the staff car park was formerly a car park for both staff
and public, while the mention of the bus station is not developed. Organisation is
clear, however, with some good use of cohesive devices [According to I Apart from I
The further additional features) , although there is an error in the use of reference
pronouns [This/These two features]. The range of vocabulary is sufficient for the
task [two different years I features I remained I additiona~. though [features) is
over-used A spelling error 1s noted in the second line [sourrounded) but this
does not cause any difficulty for the reader; similarly, the use of [around-tum]
can be easily understood as 'roundabout'. There is a mix of simple and complex
sentences, mainly used accurately.

Two ma1>5 illustrate tre wa1 to 9et to a c.1~ hospital of two different 1ea~ (2001 and 2010)
Aaordin9 to both maps, the main fe.atures whic.h is c.iti hospital 1s sourrounded ~ l2-1n9 12-oad In
these two maps, there have been two features that still remained. This two features are C.i~ Hospital
and staff c.ar parl::. Apart from these two features there are some features that shows on 2010 map
but haven't shown on 2001 map. The additional features that appear on the map of 2.010 are public.
c.ar parl:: wh1c.h loc.ate<\ on the east-side of the c.i~ hospital The further additional features are two
around-turn on the hospital 12-d. whic.h c.an lead to the bus station.
Overall, there are two major features that never c.han9e on both 1.001 and 2010 map. These features
are c.i~ hospital and r,taff c.ar pari:: However, there are some additional features that appear
on the map of 2010 b1rt not on 2001 These features are public. c.ar pari::, bus station and two
around- turns.
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Sample answers for Writing tasks

TEST 1, WR ITING TASK 2
SAMPLE ANSWER
This is an answer written by a candidate who achieved a Band 6.5 score. Here is the
examiner's comment:
The candidate deals with both parts of the prompt and addresses some social and
practical problems that might be experienced in a foreign language environment.
Ideas are supported by examples, though there is room for further development
here. Organisation is logical and there is clear progression throughout the
response. Cohesive devices are used appropriately [Another problem I For
example I Therefore I That means ... I The second ... problem I To summarize].
There is a sufficient range of vocabulary to allow some flexibility and precision and
to demonstrate awareness of style and collocation [language banier I linked to I
influence the behaviour I offend I misunderstanding I misconceptions]. There is a
mix of simple and complex sentence forms including subordinate clauses [which
means that I a person who], modal verbs [should I might I would] and gerunds
[finding a job]. Grammatical control is generally good as is the use of punctuation,
although the first sentence in the second paragraph is incomplete.
It is dear tnat livin9 in a forei9n lOUntl"'j nas its own benefits and drawbalKS to lOnsider. I a9re
witn tnis statement, however I tninK tnat a"'fbod1 lOmin9 in another lOunlr-, should resput national
wlture. In tnis essa1. I would liKe to outline tne SOlial and pradical probler%
1he SOlial problems would be lan9ua9e barrier. wniln means tnat a person l0min9 from another
countl"'j mi9nt not be able to speaK and understand tne lan9ua9e wnicn mi9nt be a problem as far
a person wno is livin9 in a lOuntl"'j, and a person wno lame in tne lOuntl"'j Another problem is
linKed to tne lan9ua9e barrier. but it mi9nt inftuenle tne behaviour of others. An individual wno
lOme into tne lOUntl"'j mi9nt offend others wit\, tneir behaviour or lan9ua9e For eiample; some
wltures liKe c,n9lisn people prefer to be ve'l polite and sa1 tnin9s differentl1 from otner wltures.
1herefore a person wno doesn't Know now to behave in a partiwlar wlture mi9nt offend others
around nim.
1he pradilal problems would be misunderstandin9 of wlture. 1hat means 11,at a person wno visits
otner lOUntries does not understand otner wlture and l,e behaves as l,e wants to.
1he selOnd praltilal problem is findin9 ajob. An individual wno worKs in forei9n lOUntl"'j mi9nt not
be appropriate for people wno l,e serves. For e-,.ample if an individual worKs in a restaurant, tne
people wno live in a lountl"'j and tne1 were born in tnat lountl"'j mi9nt not resped and not liKe tne
behaviour of a person wno worKs in a restaurant. il mi9nt be belause, tne wltures are different
To summariz.e, it lan be said tnat lnere are a lot of miuonleptions wniln t>tople nave wnen tne1
lOme in a forei9n lOuntl"'j. and in m1 opinion and from m1 personal eiper·enle people should
edulate themselves in order to Know now to behave in different situations wit\, different wltures.
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Sample answers for Writing tasks

TEST 2 , WRI T ING TASK 1
SAMPLE ANSWER
This is an answer written by a candidate who achieved a Band 6.0 score. Here is the
examiner's comment:
The candidate has identified all the main features and trends, including the fact
that in 1971 the number of households in owned and rented households was
the same. Comments are supported by dates and percentages of households
and there is a short overview at the end of the script. Organisation is clear as
the writer deals with each category in turn. The range of vocabulary is adequate
but there are frequent spelling errors [comprssion I comparison I dramaticly
droped I dramatically dropped I stated I stayed I yeas I year I leveled I levelled I
Genarally I Generally I prectarge I percentage). These do not noticeably impede
communication, however. There is a mix of grammatical structures and some
complex sentence forms, though these are not always accurate: the meaning is still
clear, however.

1he provided bar c:.hart depic:.t& the c:.ompr&&10n of buiing or renting hou&e& in E-ngland and Wale&
from 1q1s to 1.011
1q1s the rented hou&ehold& wa& rai&ed about lB perc:.entage. 1hen ,t leveled of between mq to 1q53_
from 1q(,1 to 1qs1 it dramatic.Ii droped to 35 perc:.entage. 1hi& auommodation &tated the &ame until
1.001. In 1.011 there ...a& a &light inc:.rea&e in rented hou&ehold& and it wa& up to 36%.
1he &ame iea& the owned one& ha& rai&e from 2.1% to 32.% in 1q1s to1q53_ In 1q3q to 1q53 the wa& a
graduate &tade in the perc:.entage 1hen it &tart& to leveled up to (,q% In 1qq1. At 2.001 to 1.011 there
wa& a dec:.\ine in the owned auommodation and it wa& (,2.%.
6enaralli . both of the rented and owned hou&ehold& ha& rai&ed and droped throug the iears from
1q1s to 2.()11_ 1he wa, a iear that 1he were the &ame prec:.targe and it wa& lql1 wh,c:.h 50%
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Sample answers for Writing tasks

TEST 2 , WRITING TASK 2
SAMPLE ANSWER
This is an answer written by a candidate who achieved a Band 7.0 score. Here is the
examiner's comment:
The candidate explains why s/he both agrees and disagrees with the statement,
meeting the requirements of 'To what extent do you agree or disagree with this
statement?' S/he singles out two areas of disagreement (food and jobs) and
provides clear examples to support these opinions, then goes on to identify an area
of agreement (TV channels), again providing support and then some development
of the example. Organisation is logical and there is clear progression throughout
the writing. There is a range of cohesive devices, used appropriately [Take for
example I Actually I Therefore I Naturally I However I This specific area I From this
point of view I In conclusion). The range of vocabulary is sufficient to show some
flexibility and precision, as well as less common items and an awareness of style
and collocation [ Complex I list of favourites I fits ... my abilities I specific area I
many available channels]. There is only one spelling error [beome], probably a slip
of the pen. Control over grammar and punctuation is generally good and there is a
variety of complex structures with frequent error-free sentences

Toe answer 1s c:.omple-i. s1n,e there are a lot of ,hoi,es in our life and a\\ of them are different
\:inds. In some ,ases I would sa1 that it is a good thing to have the abili~ to '-noose from a wide
varie~ iaKe for e-i.ample gastronomi- f.ve~ single person has different meals on their list of
favourites. N.tua\\1 if 1ou have a bigger famili it is almost impossible to c:.ooi: something that
eve~one would li\:e. Therefore I would sa1 that it is great that 1ou ,an 90 to a shopping ,enter and
,hoose from a doz.en different food ~pes. I ,an alwa1s find something that looKs deli,ious.
Natura\\1, there are some pwple who sa1 that it 1s against evolution. The1 da1m to sa1 that ba,i: in
the old da1s we had a perfed life when tuhni,a\\1 eve~bod1 was farming. I persona\\1 disagree with
that. I am hapPi that I c:.ould ,noose a job that fits best to m1 abilities. I mean no one is the same.
wh1 would we want to do the same? Different \:inds of universities give us the opportuni~ to beome
who we are meant to be. We have the right to ,noose.
However there is one topic, where. a,c:.ording to m1 opinion. we have too man ,hoi,es This spedil
area is television. There are hundreds of lhannels. therefore 1ou ,an alwa1s find something that
is worth wakhing. Literall1 1ou c:.ould sit in 1our sofa the whole da1 and wakh films. I thin\: that
people doing less outdoor adivities are the results of the man1 available ,hannels. from this point
of view I would agree that we have too ma"i ,hoi,es.
In c:.ondusion I would sa1 that we ,an't 9enerall1 talK about d1oi,es sin,e the1 c:.ould be different. In
some ,ases it is good to have man1 of them while in other areas the1 c:.ould have a negative effe,t.
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Sample answers tor Writing tasks

TEST 3 , WR ITI NG TASK 1
SAMPLE ANSWER
This is an answer written by a candidate who achieved a Band 5.0 score. Here is the
examiner's comment:
This response is rather mechanical as it lists the countries in order of production
and consumption of electricity, identifies the countries that produce and consume
most and least and notes the fact that all the countries except Germany produce
more than they consume. However, the writing is supported by data, although there
are some errors in the figures (the figures for production in Russia, India and Brazil
are inaccurate as is the figure for consumption in Japan). Organisation is limited
and there are few examples of cohesive devices; similarly the range of vocabulary
is limited altho ugh just adequate for the task. There is a mix of simple and complex
sentence structures, but complex forms are mainly inaccurate [that have / has I
Almost all the country have I Almost all the countries have).

from the bar lhart ;hat &how the top ten lOUntne& for the produdion and lOn&umpt,on of
eledrilitj in 2014 For the produltion of eledrilitj, the 1•1 ran\:: i& lhina that have 5.3qs billion
rd
1:wh. the 2'10 ran\:: i& United ~tate& that have 4,oqq billion Kwh, the '3 ran\:: i& \Z-u&&ia that have
th
th
1,051 billion \::wh, the 4 ran\:: i& Japan that have q'31,,.2 billion i::wh, the 5 ran\:: i& India that have
th
th
sq1 billion i::wh, the 11 ran\:: i& Canada that have l,iS.1 billion 1:wh, the 7 ran\: i& Franle that have
th
51,12 billion Kwh. th! Sth ran\: i& e>raz.il that have 5'30 q billion i::wh, the q ran\:: i& G.ermafl'f that
th
have 521,_1, billion 1:..ih and the 10 ran\:: i& \Z-epubl1l of korea that have 4S5 I billion Kwh For the
nd
lOm&umption of eledrilitj, the 1•1 ran\: i& lhina that have 5,322 billion i::wh, the 2 ran\:: i& United
rd
4th ran\:: if>
the
Kwh,
billion
'iltatei that have '3,Sl,I, billion \::wh, the '3 ii \2-uiiia that have 1,0'3S
th
th
!, ran\:
the
h,
w
i::
billion
1,qs.s
Japan that have s51,_q billion 1:wh, the 5 ran\: i& India that have
i& G.ermafl'f that have 5S2 5 billion \::wh, the 7th ran\:: i& Canada that have 4qq q \::wh, the stti ran\::
th
i& Franle that have 41,2,q billion 1:wh, the qth ran\: i& e>raz.il that have 455.S i::wh and the 10 i&
\Z-epublil of korea that have 4415 billion i::wh.
From the information. Toe lOuntf'j that have the mo&t 1n produdion and lOnsumption i& lhina. Toe
lOuntf'j that have tne lea&t in produdion and lon&umption i& \Z-epublil of korea
Almo&t all the lounlf'j have produdion more than l0n&umpt1on. er-ept G.erman~ that have
lOn&umption more than produltion.
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Sample answers for Writing tasks

TEST 3, WRITIN G TASK 2
SAMPLE ANSWER
This is an answer written by a candidate who achieved a Band 6.0 score. Here is
the
examiner's comment:
The writer addresses all parts of the prompt and outlines why the various subjects
are all important, supporting these ideas with relevant examples . Although the
organisation is sometimes confused, there is a sense of progression and a definite
conclusion is reached. Cohesive devices are used effectively [In my opinion I Of
course I especially]. Referencing is generally accurate [we wouldn't know that
without them I these things I that hope I that is a reason why] but there is one error
[With this I these two things]. The range of vocabulary is quite varied [go along
with today's world I to move forward I daily life I transportation, communication,
collaboration etc. I political standing, culture and traditions]. though errors occur
[every subjects I subject I normally I normal human beings I a bright chances I
chance]. while a reference to [stuff and things] suggests the writer struggled to
find more precise terms. There is a mix of simple and complex sentence forms,
including different types of subordinate clauses [Some people say that ... I ... which
is science and technology I ... people who pushes I push us to I The I They taught
us how to] and although errors occur, these do not usually cause misunderstanding
or difficulty for the reader. Punctuation is sometimes faulty, particularly omission
of
full stops.

In mi opinion I thinK evef'/ subjelts is important for us. We have to \earn evef'jthing through our
past, present and future. ';>ome people Soi that Histof'j is one of the most important school subjects
it's true but it has to 90 along with todai's world whilh is scienle and Telhno\ogi- How lan we
move without our histof'j, the people behind us "The anlient people" is the most powerful people
who pushes us to move forw,-ird. The taught us how to fire a light. How to find a food, Howto lives
with other and animals. How to survive and others. Of lOUrse we wouldn't Know that without them.
';,cienle and Telhno\ogi are important too. Thei give us a lhanle to move forward with them.
Without ';,cienle and Telhnologi we're just a normalIi humans being. We spend our daili life with
no useful. Without them we have no light we have no food, we have no wmfortab\e stuff and things.
O\d people lan survived without these things. Humans lreates lots of invention to give an unlimited
wants of people based on a Iimited government.
Mai I gives one er-ample of the development of scienle and Tuhno\09i- With this two things it
give us a lhanle to be a member of A';,f,AN "Assoliation of '$outh fost Asia Nation" we lan
be able to lommunilate with the other q lOUntries with the high telhno\ogi it help us to be a
Tf,AMWO\l-k with the q other lOuntries to develop our wuntf'j. help u& in terms of tran&portation,
wmmunilation. lollaboration etc it lan definiteli hold on to that hope that 1n the near future.
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Sample answers for Writing tasks

Overall elonomilS lan tota\11 ad-1ieves. it is a fad that the member of the member of the A'5f,AN
have differenles ,r term of politilal standing. wlture and traditions but it's not a problem with our
help I Know that there're a bright future are wailing for all of us. and that ,s a reason whi HislOfi,
'5l,enle and 1elhnolo91 ,s important
We use HistOfi to ,earn about others. their wlture, their tradition to be understand ealh other
more and more and u&in9 u,enle and ielhnolo9i to help us, our l0untfi, our world to be moving
forward. to help ealh other and to give a bright lhanas and future for evefione, espelia\11 Kids
give a lhanles to 1hem to stud1, to 90 to Slhool, to get Knowledge so the ney.t ten 1ears. twenl'j
1ears to the new up wmin9 1ear a\l of them lan help ealh other to pass these lhanle& to other
Kids 90 on and on
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Sample answers for Writing tasks

TEST 4 , WRITING TASK 1
SAMPLE ANSWER
This is an answer written by a candidate who achieved a Band 6.5 score. Here is the
examiner's comment:
This answer addresses the main features of the redeveloped sports centre, but it
could be improved by adding a brief description of the centre as it is at present.
Another aspect of the response that could be improved would be to indicate where
the various facilities will be situated in relation to each other from the description
above the reader cannot know where for example the gym, the leisure pool and the
dance studios will be located. The range of vocabulary is above average, however:
[illustrate I reconstruction I redeveloped I additional I replaced by other facilities
I renovated] and shows flexibility and precision. There is a variety of complex
structures such as present and future verb forms, passive forms and relative
clauses [the place where ... I It is also clear... that] . There could be more variety in
the language used to express future plans: [going to] is over-used.

Toe following plans illustrate the laiout of the universitfs sports lentre at the. pre.se.nt moment and
the wai it will looK after a re.construction.
Aaord1n9 to the new laiout. the. redeveloped sports le.ntre is 9oin9 to become bi99er. first, the.
9im 1s 9oin9 to be. lar9e.r and an additional lhan9in9 room is 9oin9 to appear e>e.sides, there is
9oin9 to be. a sports shop and a lafo in the. re.le.ption zone.. Apart from that. 2 danle. studios are
9oin9 to worK opposite the 9im finalli, the sports le.ntre 1s 901n9 to 9e.t a new leisure pool. It is
9oin9 to be. lolated in the plale where the outdoor lourts used to be. As lan be seen from the
new laiout, both outdoor wurts are 9oin9 to be replaled bi other faliliti s in the renovated sports
lentre. furthermore. a sports hall is 9oin9 to appear in the universi~ sports lentre. It is also dear
from the selond laiout that the redeveloped sports lentre is 9oin9 to be a fulli indoor one.
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Sample answers for Writing tasks

TEST 4, WRITING TASK 2
SAMPLE ANSWER
This is an answer written by a candidate who achieved a Band 6.0 score. Here is the
examiner's comment:
This script presents some difficulties for the reader. There is an attempt to answer
the first part of the prompt (Why is this the case?) although the explanation is not
well supported, while the answer to the second question (What can be done about
this problem?) lacks focus as it mentions education, clean water and social mobility
as well as food. At the same time, it is clear that the writer has some ideas, but
lacks the language needed to express them satisfactorily. Ideas are organised
into paragraphs and there is some sense of progression, with accurate use of
cohesive devices [Nowadays I According to I for example] although there is also
some inaccuracy [Hence I In the long team I term?]. Control over spelling and word
formation is weak and there are frequent errors [itmes I opioin I Captialism I divied
I countris I resouse I develping] for example, causing further difficulty. There are
attempts to produce both simple and complex sentence forms, but the error level
is high throughout, even in simple forms [I think it made many problem I the people
will be expenditure more]. Punctuation is also sometimes faulty.

Nowada'j&. matl'j lountrie& ha& been tried to develop the Mvanle& itme& to ~olve& the lalK of food
in the world b'j the wa'j wh'j man'j people around the world &till 90 hun91"j. In m'j opioin, I thinK
"C-aptiali&m".
Under "the world Order" b'j U~A in 1'!10 (the lold war) divied the lOuntri& around the world in to
3 group&, 1) the fr,&t world liKe U~A. Uk. Japan liKe that. 2) the &elond word wa& liKe ~oviet Union
and 3) the third word wa& a devoplin9 lOuntrie&. I didn't thinK the laptialir,m i& bad, I thinK it made
matl'j problem &ulh a& the lalK of food in the poor wuntrie&.
Alwrdin9 to the £.lonom1l&, the develped wuntrie& have a abwlute right& to tal:e. an adve.nta9e.
from the. re.&ou&e. n the. deve.lpin9 wuntrie.& with the. lowe.&t wage, the. harde.&t worKin9 and the.
dan9e.rou& plale.& worKing He.nle., the. pe.ople. who live. in the. de.ve.plin9 wuntrie& ha& no oppunitie.&
to mobli&ation the.,r statm, the. lowe.&t wage. the.'j ge.t vile. ve.r&a the. high prile of the.ir ite.m product
for e.r-ample t dollar U~ pe.r a da'j for t worKe.r in the de.ve.lpe.d lOUntrie.&, but 100 dollar U~ pe.r the.
ite.m prodult to be &e.lled. the lap i& approiimate qq dollar U~ goe& to the owner who live in the.
deveope.d wuntrie&.
Toe solve of thi& problem. I thinK the. goverment on ealh wuntrie.& &hould guranted the.ir litiz.en to
have. a ba&il rights, food. C.lear wate.r and £.dulation. for e.iample.. Toe. highe.st prile of food that
re.&triz.e. the poor people -to alle&& the food. the government nwl to bare the barrier pile& of food
won't be. high
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Sample answers for Writing tasks

In the lon9 team of &olvin9 tni& problem, the 9ovement will 9ive more E-duGation fee a& free for
thie Givilan be.Gau& I ab&oluteli thin\: E-duGation Gome& with mobili&atim the &0Gial &tatu& when the
people ha& a hi9h E-duGation wme& with a hire in a hi9h worKin9. then the 9overnment &hould
bare the free of hou&hold i& not hi9h a& well the people will be eipenditure more. When the more
eipenditure the people have, the more monei thei have we have to wive thi& problem to9ether, Not
the du~ of wme wuntrie&, the problem will be eradiGated from the wild fainalli we have to have a
hope to &olve it, Not de&pair iet
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